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PREFACE 
The tension in today's society over the acceptability of a homosexual 
orientation was the motivating factor behind this presentation of an over-
view of homosexuality. The knmvledge and understanding gained during the 
formation of this study will enhance the effectiveness of my present position 
as an ordained minister and my future position as a U.S. Army chaplain. The 
purpose of this overview was to personally gain a realistic perspective of 
the basic issues of homosexuality and the diverse opinions concerning those 
issues. 
As a result of this overvie-.;.;r it is my conclusion that a homosexual 
orientation is not an acceptable alternative sexual orientation. Therefore, 
a homosexual orientation should be prevented and controlled until cured. 
i 
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INTRODUCTION 
Homosexuality is becoming a topic of conversation which is no longer 
taboo. TI1is is partially due to the prominence which the Gay Liberation 
Movement tends to receive from the media. Society is struggling tvith 
whether or not homosexuals should be considered a minority group which 
should receive protection and benefits similar to the ethnic minorities. 
Like the society in which they function, churches and religious leaders 
are attempting to come to a better understanding of the homosexual 
community. As a result both society and churches have re-considered their 
stances on homosexuality. Some churches have re-worded their doctrinal 
1 
stances on homosexuality in an attempt to clearly state their position. 
Today, if one desires to have a viable ministry, it is important 
for the minister to not only be able to clearly state the church's stances, 
but to also be able to state one's own stance, as clearly as possible. This 
can best be achieved through an examination of reliable sources. There 
are several issues which need to be considered. One issue is the need of 
a proper definition of the term, "homosexuality". TI1e definitions of homo-
sexuality are inconsistent not only in church circles, but also in society. 
One suspects that the definition espoused can be traced back to the phil-
osophy and presuppositions of the individuals. After one examines these 
definitions and the terminology tvhich is distinctive of the "gay" lifestyle, 
the stage is set for consideration of the issue of homophobia vs. real 
homosexuality. Common generalizations about the gay community need to be 
examined for elements of truth and falsehood. This tvill open the tvay for 
rational responses and communication bet\veen heterosexuals and homosexuals. 
Just as definitions and terminology are suspect of being based on the 
1 
Appendix A, Edward Batchelor, ed., Homosexuality and Ethics(New 
York: The Pilgrim Press, 1980. 
1 
Just as definitions and terminology are suspect of being based on the 
presuppositions of the individual, so are generalizations about gays and 
theories as to the causes of homosexuality. 
A third issue centers on the controversial interpretations of 
five Biblical passages >vhich are used as a basis for developing presup-
positions about homosexuality. These passages are sometimes used as sup-
portive evidence that homosexuality is an "unnatural" sexual orientation. 
One needs to examine these passages when re-examing one's presuppositions 
concerning the "naturalness" of homosexuality. The conservative Evangel-
2 
icals interpretation of these scriptures tends to be "anti-gay", "unnatural". 
The more liberal interpretations tend to be "pro-gay", "natural". These 
passages are sometimes used as supportive evidence that only ·unnatural 
homosexual behavior is condemned. 
The presupposition of homosexuality being "natural" or "unnatural" 
brings a final issue to the forefront. This issue centers on the thera-
peutic treatment of homosexuals. It involves those who are "anti-gay", \vho 
feel that homosexuality should be cured, controlled or prevented. It also 
involves those ·,vho are "pro-gay", who feel that homosexuality should be 
tolerated and accepted \vi th no limitations differing from those put on hetero-
sexuals. 
The influence of the cry for tolerance and acceptance is being ob-
served in society's willingness to not only listen but dlso in the continuous 
sympathy being offered by the mass media. Although it seems unfair, it is 
often the voice which cries loudest and most persistently that becomes the 
most successful in achieving its goals. This is of significance for the 
minister who needs to be listening to these crying voices. One needs to 
determine one's own position on human sexuality in the area of homosexuality 
before offering any counsel to the ones \vho are being vocal or to those '\vho 
3 
are being the listeners. 
This paper should assist one in clarifying one's own position from 
an objective, Biblical perspective. This paper is only representative of the 
wealth of information available. It should be considered only as an overview 
of the four basic issues examined. It is not a detailed study of all aspects 
related to homosexuality. 
Chapter One 
"WHAT Is IN A ~VORD" 
The ostracization which most homosexuals have experienced from 
society and the church has encouraged them to bind together and form their 
own community. They have a distinctive lifestyle from that of the hetero-
sexual community. This lifestyle is rarely observed or understood by the 
heterosexual community. Their typical response to homosexuals has been 
alienation and rejection. This is usually coupled \vith a fear of associa-
tion and discussion. Due to the prominence of the homosexual community in 
society today, it is important for the heterosexual community to understand 
that homosexuals think, act, and experience sex differently than they do 
themselves. One does not have to visit the homosexual community or to observe 
first hand the behavior of a gay couple in order to being to understand these 
differences of lifestyle. By examining the vocabulary which typifies the 
homosexual community, one is presented with a true panorama of these differ-
2 
ences. 
This vocabulary can be separated into t\vO ma;in categories. The first 
category encompasses one's philosophy and definition of homosexuality. The 
second category centers on terms \vhich are common to both the homosexual and 
heterosexual communities. Some of these words are terms \vhich the homosexual 
community has changed the meanings of, denoting their oHn lifestyle: actions, 
thoughts, and sex experiences. 
Within the first category, the most elusive terms to define are the 
two most critical to understanding the homosexual community. These t\vo 
words are "homosexuality" and "homosexual". The inconsistency of their 
2 
Tim LaHaye, The Unhappy Gays(Illinois: Tyndale House Publishers, 
Inc., 1978), pp.21-23. 
4 
Definitions 
5 
definitions is perceived in the difficulty of presenting a definition which 
is common to most sources that this author researched. 
Definitions by these sources can be separated into one of the four 
following positions: 1) sexual attraction to the same sex, 2) sexual activity 
with the same sex, 3) sexual attraction to and sexual activity with the 
same sex, and 4) degrees of sexual attraction and sexual activity with the 
same sex. 
The first position refers to those sources which define a homosexual 
as someone who is sexually attracted to someone of the same sex. John McNeill 
determines his definition of a homosexual in the following manner: 
"The prefix 'homo' in the word homosexual is derived from the 
Greek word meaning 'same' , and not from the Latin word for 'man'. 
Consequently it designates anyone who is sexually attracted to some-
one of the same sex and includes both male and female homosexuals, 
or lesbians ... "3 
Bernard Oliver in his book, Sexual Deviation in American Society, agrees with 
McNeill and carries the sexual attraction theme into his definition of homo-
sexuality. Oliver writes on page 122, " ... homosexuality refers to sexual 
attraction of an individual for the same sex; and a homosexual is an individ-
4 
ual whose sexual drive is directed tmvard his or her mvn sex. 11 Gordon 
Westwood in his book, Society and the Homosexual, synonymously calls these 
attractions "affections". On page 2 3 Westwood writes the f ollmving definition: 
11 
••• homosexuality refers to an attitude of mind in ~vhich the 
affections are turned tmvards a member of the same sex ..• In this sense, 
homosexuality arouses the same emotions and desires as in heterosexuality 
3 
John J. McNeill, The Church and the Homosexual(Kansas: Sheed Andres 
and McHeel, Inc., 1976), p. 40. 
4 
Bernard J. Oliver, Sexual Deviation in American Society: A Social-
Psychological Study of Sexual Non-conformity(Connecticut: College and Univer-
sity Press, 1967), p. 122. 
Definitions 
in which the affections are turned toward members of the opposite 
sex. 11 5 
McNeill who 1:vas quoted earlier used several sources in support of his own 
definition. One of these sources was D.W. Corey who McNeil says 11 ••• de-
fines the homosexual as 'any person who feels a most urgent sexual desire 
6 
which in the main is directed toward gratification with the same sex.' 11 
Another source is John Cavanaugh, who in speaking of homosexuality makes 
the following remarks: 
11It is important to accept the concept that homosexuality is 
a way of thinking and feeling, not merely a way of acting. The 
performance of homosexual acts is, therefore, not in itself evidence 
of homosexuality."] 
A synopsis of this compilation of sources on the definitions of homo-
sexuality and a homosexual would centralize on the sexual attraction of 
an individual or individuals for a member(s) of the same sex. 
The second position refers to the sources researched 1:vhich define 
a homosexual as someone who participates in sexual activity with a member 
of the same sex. LaHaye defines a homosexual as an individual 11 ••• who 
engages in sexual activity with another member of the same sex. Such 
8 
activity usually leads to an orgasmic experiences." A second resource 
\vhich agrees that sexual activity is the determining point in declaring 
whether an individual is or is not a homosexual is the organization Exodus. 
Kent Philpott based his book, The Gay Theology, on this definition. On 
page 133 Philpott writes: 
5 
Gordon Hestwood, Society and the Homosexual(New York: E.P. Dutton 
and Co., Inc., 1953), p. 23 .. 
6 
HcNeill, p. 41. 
7 
Ibid. 
8 
LaHaye, p .. 23. 
6 
Definitions 
" accepted by EXODUS, a coalition of individuals and 
groups nationwide who are actively involved in ministry to the 
homosexual. This definition reads: 'Homosexuality is a sexual 
object choice characterized by an ongoing erotic preference for 
partners of the same sex.' "9 
7 
Some individuals who consider themselves to be homosexuals would have diffi-
culty accepting this definition. The word "choice" implies a ~.;rillful decision, 
whether conscious or subconscious has been made. Many homosexuals would dis-
agree that they make a 1:villful choice. Philpott emphasizes the word "on-
going". The reason for this emphasis reveals the behavioristic tone of this 
definition. It classifies an individual as homosexual 1:vho is actively 
practicing his/her "erotic preference". Philpott suggests then that if one 
is no longer practicing this "erotic preference", then that individual is 
no longer to be considered a homosexual. The logical conclusion is that if 
one presently does not actively participate in homosexual acts then there is 
hope and clarity of thought for that individual who fears that he may be 
homosexual and for that one who has been previously labelled homosexual for 
10 
life. 
The third position refers to the sources which define a homosexual 
as an individual ~:.;rho has a sexual attraction to a member of the same sex 
and/or is involved in sexual activity with the same sex. Gangel defines 
homosexuality as " ... Having a preference for intimate relationships Hith 
11 
persons of the same sex." G,reg Bahnsen gives a clearer, more precise 
definition of both a homosexual and homosexuality. He defines a homosexual 
as: 
II any person, male or female (thus including lesbians), 
9 
Kent Philpott, The Gay Theology(New Jersey: Logos International, 
1977), p. 133· 
10 
Philpott, The Gay Theology, p. 134· 
11 
Kenneth Gangel, The Gospel and The Gay(New York: Thomas Nelson, Inc., 
1978), p. 19. 
Definitions 
who engages in sexual relations -.;vith members of the same sex or 
who desires to do so. Homosexuality is an affectional attraction 
to or active sexual relation with a person of the same sex."l2 
McKain uses the follmving definition: 
" ... a homosexual person is an individual \vho is motivated in 
his or her adult life by a definite preferential erotic attraction 
to members of the same sex and who usually, but not always, engages 
in overt sexual relations with persons of the same sex."l3 
McKain makes it clear that he is not including adolescent experimentation 
in his definition. Neither is he including situations where heterosexual 
opportunities are almost impossible. 
14 
Only these two exceptions separate Bahnsen and McKain. I ~vould 
not make the same exclusions that McKain has made. I \vould only make two 
exclusions from the label of homosexual. The first exclusion would be 
individuals who because of development (age or congenital) or mental cap-
acities are unable to distinguish right from -.;vrong. The second exclusion I 
would make are those individuals who are "recovered" from their homosexual 
8 
orientation. Therefore, I support Bahnsen's definition that a homosexual is 
an individual who has a sexual activity -.;vith members of the same sex or -.;vho 
desires to do so. 
In contrast the S~vi tzers appear to support McKain's definition over 
Bahnsen. The Switzers in their book Parents of the Homosexual quote the 
follmving definition of homosexuality as it was published in a pamphlet by 
the Sex Information and Education Council of the United States: "' Homo-
sexuality refers to emotional attachments involving sexual attraction and/or 
12 
Grey L. Bahnsen, Homosexuality: A Biblical Vie-.;v(Michigan: Baker 
Book House, 1978), p. 5. 
13 
Charles \tJ. Keysor, ed., What You Should Knmv About Homosexuality 
(Michigan: Zondervan Publishing House, 1979), p. 186. 
14 
Ibid. 
Definitions 
overt sexual relations between individuals -- male or female -- of the same 
15 
sex.' " The s~vitzer' s use several other sources to support this theme. 
One of these sources is a Public Affairs Pamphlet. The S\vitzers quote two 
portions from this pamphlet,"Changing Views of Homosexuality,"in order to 
further clarify the above definition. They write: 
" ... says, ' Homosexuality means sexual attraction to persons 
of the same sex as oneself whether male or female,' ... the second 
paragraph seems to sharpen this statement considerably by saying 
that the term refers 'to persons ~vho are exclusively or primarily 
attracted to members of their mvn sex, and '"ho enter into sexual 
and affectional relations with them. ' " 16 
The point that the S~vi tzers were at tempting to emphasize with the addition 
of this second definition is found in the second paragraph of the pamphlet. 
9 
The implication is that there is a possibility that some homosexual feelings 
or activity may be due to "temporary, situational forces." These should 
17 
not brand an individual as homosexual. 
The S•vitzers suggest that two important things need to be taken into 
consideration before labelling anyone a homosexual. These are the age of 
the person and the stage of development of the person. In support of this 
premise they use a supportive quote which includes in its definition of a 
homosexual the words "in adult life". They conclude that there is a line 
that can be drawn bet~veen heterosexuals and homosexuals. But, upon examina-
tion, they are really implying that there are degrees of heterosexuality. 
Upon reaching the lmvest degree of heterosexuality, one totters on a fine 
18 
lines which separates homosexuals and heterosexuals. 
15 
David K. and Shirley Switzer, Parents of the Homosexual(Pennsylvania: 
The Westminster Press, 1980), p. 39. 
16 
S\vitzer, p. 40. 
17 
Ibid. 
18 
Ibid. 
Definitions 
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In contrast, Churchill would disagree that people can only be 
classified as homosexual verses heterosexual. Churchill is representative of 
the last position w·hich is held by sources that define a homosexual by the 
degree of sexual attraction and sexual activity ;;.;rith member(s) of the same 
sex. In comparison with the Switzers, Churchill Hould agree that there are 
degrees of heterosexuality, but he would also emphasize that there are then 
degrees of homosexuality. 
Usually anyone who does not belong to the exclusively homosexual 
classification or who does not belong to the exclusively homosexual classifi-
cation has been labelled a "bisexual". This attempt to neatly categorize 
misrepresents the phases of transition between the t;;.;ro extremes. Churchill, 
like Boswell, uses "The Heterosexual-Homosexual Rating Scale" by Alfred C. 
Kinsey, \Vardell B. Pomeroy, and Clyde E. Martin to clarify these phases of 
transition. On this continum individuals are classified into one of seven 
positions on the scale ~vith 0 being the exclusive heterosexual and 6 being 
the exclusive homosexual. Each of the following positions are listed in 
detail in Appendix B: 
0 "Individuals are rated as Os if they make no physical contacts 
which result in erotic arousal or orgasm, and make no psychic 
response to individuals of their own sex ... " 
1 -- "Individuals are rated as ls if they have only incidental 
homosexual contacts which have involved physical response, or 
incidental psychic responses without physical contact. The 
great preponderance of their sociosexual experience and reac-
tions is directed tmvard individuals of the opposite sex ... " 
2 -- "Individuals are rated as 2s if they have more than incidental 
homosexual experience, and/or if they respond rather definitely 
to homosexual stimuli. Their heterosexual experiences and/ or 
reactions still surpass their homosexual experiences and/or 
reactions ..• " 
3 -- "Individuals who are rated 3s stand midway on the heterosexual-
homosexual scale. They are about equally homosexual and hetero-
sexual in their overt experience and/or their psychic reactions. 
In general they accept and equally enjoy both types of contacts 
and have no strong preferences for one or the other ... " 
Definitions 
11 
4 -- "Individuals are rated as 4s if they have more overt activity 
and/or psychic reactions in the homosexual, while still main-
taining a fair amount of heterosexual activity and/or responding 
rather definitely to heterosexual stimuli." 
5 -- "Individuals are rated 5s if they are almost entirely homosexual 
in their overt activites and/or reactions ... " 
6 -- "Individuals are rated as 6s if they are exclusively homosexual, 
both in regard to their overt experience and in regard to their 
psychic reactions." 19 
It is Churchill's suggestion that this continum can best replace the varied 
definitions of the "homosexual". He states that these definitions " ... prove 
to be dependent upon criteria that are quite arbitrarily set up by people who 
20 
wish to emphasize different aspects of homosexuality." He himself has to 
define the term "homosexuality" for clarity of discussion in his mm book, 
Homosexual Behavior among Hales. He us-es • the .·word homosexuality: 
" ... to refer to all sexual phenomena, overt or psychic, that 
involve like-sexed individuals ... the sexual nature of the response 
and the fact that it involves another individual of the same sex 
define the response as homosexual, rather than the context in which 
the response occurs."21 
Churchill's desire for clarity is representative of the need for a consis-
tent definition of homosexuality and homosexual. 
The determination of a clear definition which can be supported is 
very important. It is also essential to be aware of the influences of one's 
own philosophy and presuppositions before determining that definition. To 
have examined the wide variety of definitions represented here by these four 
positions is to have begun the road toward a proper understanding of the 
"homosexual" issue. 
Besides the two terms, homosexuality and homosexual, there are other 
terms ~..rhich need to be understood so that one does not become sidetracked. 
19 
\vainwright Churchill, Homosexual Behavior Among Hales: A Cross-
Cultural and Cross-Species Investigation(Ne~..r York: Hawthorn Books, Inc., 
1967)' pp. 324-325. 
20 
Churchill, p. 38. 
21 
Churchill, p. 35. 
Terminology 
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These words have commonly accepted definitions. Upon examination these 
words appear to fall under four vocabulary listings. The first listing 
focuses on the general, "Types of Homosexuals". The following terms are 
compiled in alphabetical order: 
22 
GENERAL TYPES OF HOMOSEXUALS 
Effeminate 
Episodic Homosexual 
Exclusive Homosexual 
Gay 
Genuine Homosexual 
Infanta Homosexual 
Latent Homosexual 
Lesbian 
Overt Homosexual 
Pseudohomosexual 
22 
".. . is defined by \.Jebs ter 1 s New Collegiate 
Dictionary ... as 'having feminine qualities ... 
inappropriate to a man; not manly in appear-
ance or manner'. It is extremely important to 
note that an effeminate person is not neces-
sarily homosexual, though frequently the 
society tends to make that connection." 
"One who engages in both homosexual and 
heterosexual behavior" 
"One 1vho exclusively engages in homosexual 
behavior" 
"Being free from shame, guilt, misg1v1ngs, 
or regret over being a homosexual" 
Sexually attracted to adults of mvn sex as 
naturally as one would be to the opposite sex. 
An attraction for young boys/sometimes an 
attraction for young girls 
" ... refers to the person who has homosexual 
impulses but does not engage in homosexual 
behavior." 
"A ,.,oman homosexual. She usually brings her 
female partner to sexual climax by manipulation 
of the clitoris with either her finger or 
tongue." 
" •.. refers to the person participating in 
homosexual acts." 
".. . the person convinces himself that he is 
homosexual because he has failed in some voca-
tion or social task which is supposed to fulfill 
certain masculine requirements of our society." 
Compilation of George W. Baskin, "Homosexuality", Focus, Volume 5, 
No. 7(1978), cassette tape; Ronald M. Enroth and Gerald E. Jamison, The Gay 
Church(Hichian: \.Jm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1974), p. 80; Gangel, 
p. 21; LaHaye, p. 23; ~.Jest1vood, p. 24. 
Terminology 
Pseudosexual 
Sadomasochistic 
Homosexual 
13 
"A person \vho possesses certain superficial 
characteristics that causes people to erron-
eously label them gay \vhen in reality they 
are not." 
An individual -.;v-ho brings brutality and torture 
to sexual activity. 
23 
SPECIFIC TYPES OF HOMOSEXUALITY 
This second listing is of specific male and female homosexual "types". 
It is also an alphabetical listing. 
Female 
"Adolescent" 
"Athlete" 
"Bull-dagger" 
"Caretaker" 
"Call-girl" 
Lesbian 
Camouflaged-
Married 
Careerist 
23 
A female who " ..• sometimes forms a deep crush 
or emotional attachment for an older female or 
peer-group individual, but these sex-play 
affairs are of highly temporary origin and do 
not usually lead to homosexual adult behavior. 
A female -.;v-ho specializes in developing male 
interests in sports identifying so closely 
\vi th the males as to desiring a female partner. 
usually hostile, dominant, aggressive tmv-ards 
females. She tends to be cruel and brutal 
tmv-ards her partner -.;v-ho is usually weak, par-
ticipating in prostitution in order to support 
her "caretaker", \vho may "keep" more than one 
partner. The partner(s) usually have maso-
chistic tendencies. 
This female operates "by putting adver-' 
tisements in the papers, indicating secre-
tarial services, massage parlors, or ans\vering 
service for models. Some of these ads are 
placed by agencies. . . If the Lesbian ans\ver~ a 
call and the person \vants some service other 
than sexual, she may quickly attempt to take 
part in non-sexual activity, or make a referral 
to someone -.;v-ho is available." 
A pseudo-heterosexual married female who uses 
her marriage as a front and ~;v-ho is a practicing 
homosexual at the same time. 
A female who is usually independent, highly 
efficient in business who distrusts men and 
seeks a passive woman companion. 
Compilation of LaHaye, p. 22 and Enroth & Jamison, p. 15. 
Terminology 
Male 
"Husband--.;vife Team" 
Roomate 
Temporary 
"Spurious" 
"Bisexual" 
"Fantasy Only" 
"Lesser crime" 
Perversion 
Spurious 
Transitory 
14 
More common among females due to their tendency 
to stay together longer. The husband is more 
aggressive, active. The husband earns the 
support and provides the home. The wife is the 
passive member who may refer to her partner 
as "boss" or "daddy". 
Females \vho share an apartment with a girlfriend 
or as roommates in college who take part in 
spasmodic, temporary sex play, but without any 
deep involvement with each other or any lasting 
relationship. 
A female who fears her homosexual tendencies 
but who may rarely participate in some sex 
play. Usually these teelings are suppressed 
and inhibited. Her outlet is often masturba-
tion, resulting in figidity or mechanical love-
making \vi th her husband. 
A male \vho has "listless and unenthusiastic 
coitus with a female", but prefers a homo-
sexual experience over a heterosexual exper-
ience. 
These males " in conscious fantasy are 
neurotics who revert to overt homosexuality 
through their masturbatory sex life. These 
individuals take part in fantasy outlet which 
attempts to exclude the thought that they may 
be homosexual." 
" ... an individual may try to deny attachment 
intraphysically to his mother by temporarily 
turning to a man for sexual activity." 
These males acknmvledge publically that they 
are homosexual and assert that they are happy. 
They feel persecuted wrongly by society. 
"innocent milquetoast"; this male sees his 
passive'feminine behavior as a tendency toward 
homosexuality. He labels himself and is often 
masochistic. 
A phase of adolescent boys, sometimes as an 
initiation or other social pressures, i.e. 
employer 
The third section is an alphabetical listing of words which have 
hidden meanings. These \vords are common to bot11 the heterosexual and homo-
sexual communities. The homosexual community has formed a different meaning 
Terminology 
15 
to these ordinary words. Like most subcultures they have developed collo-
quialisms al.l their mvn. 
Baths 
Butch 
Chicken 
Chicken Hawk 
Closet Gay 
Closet Queen 
Cruise 
Drag 
Drag Queen 
Faggot 
Gay Bars 
Hustler 
Lavender Ladies 
Leather 
L4 
24 
11 DOUBLE MEMINGS" 
"Special baths frequented by gays \vhen looking 
for sex. Gang sex often occurs in such places." 
"A masculine or super-masculine homosexual.. 
Many wear boots, leather clothing, or extremely 
tight-fitting cl.othing that show off their 
muscles and emphasize their genitalia." 
"A young homosexual" 
"An older homosexual \vho seeks to pick up a 
'chicken' " 
"A homosexual who, for personal or professional 
reasons, hides or covers his homosexuality." 
"An effeminate man \vho practices homosexual 
acts when he can but who keeps his practice 
a closely guarded secret for personal reasons.'-' 
"A sexually stimulated gay out looking for a 
partner." 
"Female clothes used by a male to impersonate 
a female." 
"A queen dressed in drag on the prowl." 
"The sterotypect homosexual; a limp-wristed, 
feminine acting homosexual otten looked down 
upon by other gays." 
"The places in '\·lhich gays congregate for 
dancing, pickups, and sexual contacts." 
"A male prostitute." 
A cl.ub of the Metropol.itan Community Church 
which is a society ot male transvestites. 
They publically wear the drag. 
A subculture in direct opposition to trans-
vestites. Ultra-masculinity, attire of leather 
jackets, pants, and boots '\Hth chains. No 
effeminate behavior is tolerated in their bars. 
Compilation of LaHaye, p. 22 and Enroth & Jamison, p. lj. 
Terminology 
Leather (con't) 
Old Queen 
Queen 
Sadist and Nasochist 
or "Slave Naster" 
Trouble 
Often connected with sadomasochistic 
activity. 
16 
"An old, effeminate homosexual male, usually 
no longer desirable as a sex partner, who 
often experiences extreme loneliness and has 
the highest unhappiness quotient and suicide 
rate." 
"An effeminate male homosexual (also called 
'nelly' or 'fairy')." 
"One who adds brutality or cruelty to sexuality. 
Some punish their partners; others prefer to 
be punished or tortured themselves." 
"Butch that may cause trouble". 
The final section is a group of miscellaneous terms. These terms are 
necessary for clarity in research as well as understanding the social and 
behavioral aspects of the homosexual community. A couple of these terms will 
also portray the homosexual community's perspective of the heterosexual 
community. 
Ambisexual 
Hisexual 
Fellatio 
Homophobia 
25 
25 
OTHER INPORTANT TERNS 
A synonym for bisexual which refers to a 
homosexual's ability to take part in both 
heterosexual and homosexual activity. 
A person's ability to be " .. equally or 
relatively equal~y interested in both hetero-
sexual activity and homosexual activity." 
"Oral copulation when one homosexual puts 
his penis in the other's mouth, where it is 
sucked until orgasm occurs." 
".. . the fear of homosexuals or the fear that 
one might be homosexual ... 'The homophobic 
person is so revolted by the notion that per-
sons of the same sex might relate to one 
another sexually, that he constantly seeks to 
reassure himself that no such tendencies exist 
in himself, or in his children. At the same 
time, he is suspicious of any behavior that 
bears the remotest resemblance to his personal 
Compilation of Gangel, pp. 19-22; LaHaye, p. 22; Oliver, p. 122; 
Philpott, The Gay Theology, pp. 129, 136, 1}7. 
Terminology 
Invert 
Misogamy 
Sodomy 
Straight 
Transsexuals 
Transvestite 
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concepts of homosexuality and he is ready 
to apply the label 'perversion' to anything 
and everything from nonconformity to gender-
role s terotypes to a deep friendship bet'iveen 
t1:-10 men or two Homen. ' " 
Classically used to refer to" .•. an individual 
who desires or seeks homosexual relations but 
at the same time tries to adopt the role of 
a member of the opposite sex." 
11 
'the hatred of marriage' "; often mistaken 
for homosexuality or homophobia; 11 ••• is the 
extreme fear or mistrust of members of the 
opposite sex to the extent that marriage 
'ivould seem an impossibility." 
"Anal intercourse betwen males." 
"A heterosexual person" 
Individuals " ... who 'ivant to become, physio-
~ogically and psychologically, members of 
the opposite sex. Such transformation is 
usually achieved by means of sex-reassignment 
surgery. Host transsexuals deny being homo-
sexual." 
"A person who likes to 'ivear one or more 
pieces of clothing of the opposite sex. 
Contrary to popular opinion, most of these 
people remain heterosexual, marry, and 
raise a family (if the spouse can overlook 
this idiosyncrasy)." 
The four lls t1ngs of vo cabu~ary and jargon common to the homoBexual 
community present one with an introduction to the lifestyle, thought patterns 
and behaviors of those 'ivi thin the homosexual community. The section on the 
four positions held by those attempting to form a proper definition for 
"homosexuality" and "homosexual" introduces one to the complexities 'ivithin 
both the heterosexual and homosexual communities Hhich obstruct their under-
standing of their own sexual identity. These positions also reveal the dif-
iculty of attempting to label the sexual identity of another individual. 
Further investigation into the generalizations about homosexuals and causes of 
homosexuality 'ivill help one to avoid homophobia. It Hill also show the 
Terminology 
patterns which have encouraged an individual to deviate trom the hetero-
sexual community. 
18 
Chapter Tl:,.ro 
"FACT OR FICTION" 
The homosexual community has a legitimate complaint against the 
majority of the heterosexual community. Stereotyping and sweeping general-
izations are characteristic of the straights communication about and to 
gays, and vice versa. The homosexual community needs to gaurd itself from 
this same reactionary behavior that it has legitimately accused the hetero-
sexual community of instigating. Both the straights and gays need to examine 
their fears. They need to develop a realistic understanding of each others 
sexual orientation. Due to the lack of objective examination of the homo-
sexual orientation and due to learned homophobic reactions, the straights 
have formed misconceptions about the gays. By attempting to objectively 
examine some of these common generalizations about gays and some of the 
theories concerning the causes of homosexuality, the straights ~vill enhance 
their chances of developing a more rational response and communication ~vi th 
gays. 
Some of the most familiar generalizations about gays center on mis-
conceptions about the physical appearance and mannerisms of gays. They also 
focus on the behavior and mental attitudes of gays. The generalization which 
is common to most sources, that this author examined, is the idea ".. . that 
there is an intimate and regular relationship bebveen an individual's sexual 
preferences and his personality, character, and even his physique and physical 
26 
mannerisms." The tendency has been to label any effiminate behavior by a 
male and any masculine behavior by a female as being homosexual. This miscon-
ception is exemplified by a belief that is \videly accepted. Churchill des-
cribes this belief: 
26 
Oliver, p. 39. 
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"It is commonly believed ... that such males tend to be physically 
Heak and that their body structure resembles that of the female, 
especially around the hips and thights. They are supposed to have 
delicate skins, fine complexions, and high-pitched voices, along Hith 
obvious hand movements, pecularities of gait, and other effeminate 
mannerisms. Artistic interests are ascribed to all these males and they 
are also said to be temperamental, emotionally unbalanced, oversensitive, 
difficult to get along Hith, and undependable."27 
These males have been branded Hith such names as "fairy", "faggot", "pansy", 
and "queen". These terms are also a part of the homosexual jaragon Hhich is 
used to describe the effeminate male homosexual. Hmvever, just because a 
male has effeminate mannerisms Hhich are characteristic of a minority of gays, 
this does not necessarily mean that he is gay. Unfortunately, the misconcep-
tion that effeminate males are at best latent homosexuals has permeated the 
heterosexual community. Churchill claims that until quite recently this mis-
conception has been supported as fact by most psychiatric literature. He 
cites an excerpt from Karpman in The Sexual Offender and His Offenses: 
"The homosexual male shmvs a feminine carrying angle of arm; long 
legs, narroH hips, large muscles, deficient hair on face, chest and 
back, feminie distribution of pubic hair, high pitched voice, small 
genitals, scrotal fold. Often he has excess fat on shoulders, buttocks, 
abdomen. Occasionally the penis is very large, the hips unusually Hide." 28 
Upon examination of Karpman, one discovers that he has been misrepresented by 
Churchill. Churchill may have discerned a basic flmv in Karpman' s presupposi-
tions concerning gays; hmvever Karpman continually states that there is no 
set rule or distinctive by Hhich one can recognize a homosexual. He does 
give some descriptions of possible characteristics of male and female homo-
sexuals. The underscoring of the follmving statements of Karpman denotes 
his opinion that it is impossible to make a rule that one can look at an individ-
ual and determine his/her sexual preference solely by physical appearance or 
mannerisms l;vhether or not he/she is gay: 
27 
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"The normal woman has wide hips and narrow shoulders. Homosexual 
women, some of the!'l at least, may have narrow hips and \vider shoulders, 
approaching the masculine type. The normal male has wide shoulders and 
narrmv hips. The male homosexual is likely to have wider hips and narrow 
shoulders, but again there is no set rule about it. Much of the popular 
opinion not withstanding, it is not, as a rule possible to recognize by 
sight a male homosexual or a woman homosexual though in a relatively 
small number of cases the man may give himself away by his particular 
behavior."29 
Karpman strongly asserts that one's sexual preference is not necessarily 
related to one's physique or mannerisms. It is only true of a minority of 
homosexuals. It should not be used as a rule of thumb for determining whether 
an individual is gay. 
Jamison and Enroth give further insight into this generalization 
that homosexuals are either "hyper-masculine" females or "limp-wristed" 
males. They agree 1;-;rith Karpman that only a minority of homosexuals can be 
legitimately stereotyped by some similarities betHeen their sex preferences 
and their behaviors or mannerisms. Jamison and Enroth state that: "Effeminacy 
is not a highly valued trait in the gay world; masculinity is." This masculine 
behavior and mannerism preference is observable within the male homosexual 
community more readily than in the female homosexual community. TI1is is 
generally attributed to the lack of available data on lesbians. Jamison and 
Enroth suggest that one reason for this lack of available data concerning 
the lesbians is that lesbians are more reticient about disclosing their sex 
preference. Lesbians appear to be less dependent upon the gay community or 
even a lesbian subculture, than her male counterparts. Plus, very little data 
has been recorded concerning lesbians in comparison to the wealth of material 
on male gays. Jamison and Enroth suggest that this lack of data may also be 
due to the fact that there is less of a homophobic reaction to female-female 
29 
Bejamin Karpman, The Sexual Offender and His Offenses: Etiology, 
Pathology, Psychodynamics, and Treatment(New York: The Julian Press, 1954), 
p. 308. 
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relationships than to male-male relationships. Therefore, the lack of emphasis 
has resulted in a lack of examination. It may be that with more data, what 
30 
is now accepted as facts about lesbians may need revision. 
Another generalization that is directly related to the assumption 
that one's behavior and mannerisms are a sign of one's sexual preference is 
associated with the practice of transvestism. According to common definition, 
a transvestite is anyone who wears the clothing of the opposite sex. The 
generalization is that all transvestites are homosexuals. Jamison and Enroth 
state that " 96% of transvestism occurs among heterosexuals. Nor is it 
31 
limited to men". They also suggest that this reasoning sterns from the 
assumption that all male homosexuals want to be women and all lesbians \vant 
to be males. This reveals a prior assumption that the homosexual individual 
does not knmv which sex he/she is. Transvestites are often confused \.Jith 
transsexuals. Transsexuals are individuals \.Jho desire to be members of the 
opposite sex. In order to counteract the assumption that all homosexuals are 
confused about their sexual orientation, Jamison and Enroth quote Peter Fisher 
in The Gay Hystique as saying: 
" ' ... The vast majority of male homosexuals see themselves as men 
and the vast majority of female homosexuals see themselves as women. 
Few would have things any other way ... 
Male homosexuals are attracted to other men, not because they see 
themselves as or wish to be women, but simply because they find other 
men sexually exciting. The feeling of sexual attraction is the same, 
whether one is heterosexual or homosexual. ' "32 
Fisher asserts that the homosexual individual knmvs \.Jhat his/her sex identity 
is. 
There are other generalizations that are related to the behavioral 
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habits of gays. One of these generalizations is that homosexuals want to 
flaunt their homosexuality publically. Oliver negates this assumption by 
33 
stating: "The person who publicly displays his homosexuality is very rare." 
The realistic picture is that the majority of gays are closet gays. Even their 
development of a subculture ~..rith j aragon all their own and their high value 
on masculine traits tend to negate the assumption that gays desire the public 
eye. 
Another generalization is that gays are actively recruiting children. 
Scanzoni and Hollenkott describe this as " ... the belief that homosexuals are 
out to catch small children, either for purposes of recruitment into the gay 
34 
lifestyle or for purposes of seduction and even rape." They insist that 
the sterotype "homosexual child-seducer" is a homophobic response of straights 
to the sensationalized, isolated cases of sexual perversion. They do acknm..r-
ledge that child seduction does occur, but they point out that it is not 
strictly a homosexual phenomenon. Scanzoni and Mollenkott conclude that 
children have no more to fear from homosexuals than they do from hetero-
sexuals. This conclusion is not supported by scientific data. It appears to 
be based on Scanzoni and Hollenkott's presupposition that the average homo-
35 
sexual is sincere, a good moral person. 
Another generalization that Scanzoni and Hollenkott included as 
resulting from homophobia is the belief that deep friendship of like-sex 
individuals are evidence of a tendency toward homosexuality and/or evidence 
of "closet" homosexuality. They stress that affectionate feelings tm..rard an 
33 
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individual of the same sex does not mean that one is a latent homosexual or 
that one necessarily has erotic feelings toward the other like-sex individual. 
The human tendency to be suspicious and to insensitively gossip are suggested 
as being the basis of this generalization. Scanzoni and Hollenkott state 
that deep friendships are "gifts from God": 
"He are denying ourselves choice gifts of God if we let homophobia 
rob us of the joy of telling friends we love them and hearing them 
speak of their love for us, or of holding a friend \vho needs a shoulder 
to cry on, or of clasping a hand to shmv we care, or of hugging in a 
way that simply expresses a sense of affection and kinship. Similarly, 
we need to take care that we do not attribute homosexuality to others 
simply because we observe a deep and close relationship or see t\vo 
persons of the same sex sharing a home".36 
Scanzoni and Mollenkott suggest that the Ruth/Naomi friendship and the David/ 
Jonathan friendship are Biblical examples of such 11 gifts from God". Hithin 
the increasing single population of Hestern society the need for an answer to 
loneliness is often resolved by warm, intimate friendships and the development 
of a sense of family. One needs to be very careful hmv they judge and talk 
about another individual's sex preference, especially when they observe or 
37 
hear about deep friendships between same-sex individuals. 
A final generalization that is related to the behavior of gays is the 
idea that all gays stick together. The main objection to this generalization 
is the word, "all". Some gays stick together, but the majority are closet 
gays. Due to the social stigma and condemnation which is aimed at gays, 
the majority still do not desire to make their sex preference a knmvn fact. 
Some have heterosexual marriages. Many have friends who are straight Hho have 
no knmvledge of their homosexuality. Another objection to this generalization 
is that there is an antagonism between the male and female homosexuals. 
36 
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Oliver states: "Male and female homosexuals usually shoH considerable mutual 
38 
antagonism toward each other." Enroth and Jamison also note this obstacle 
within the gay church as well as the gay community. They write: 
"Another problem unknown to straight churches, but prevalent 
in the gay church, is an inherent antagonism bet~veen the male and 
female members of the congregation, or as one individual phrased 
it, 'gay girls don't like gay boys'. In heterosexual churches, male-
female bonds often form the backbone for operation of church programs. 
In the gay world, hmvever, the same-sex orientation and the gap be-
tween sexes seem firmly entrenched."39 
In spite of these objections, one does have to realistically acknmvledge that 
in the recent past that a minority of "militant" gays are banding together. 
The Homophile Movement, the Gay Liberation Movement, and The New Alliance 
for Gay Equality are resultant from the "militant mood" that is still on 
40 
the rise. Today one may not be able to generalize that the majority of 
gays do not desire public attention. 
Besides the previously examined generalizations about the behavior 
of gays, straights have also made generalizations about the mental attitudes 
of gays. One generalization is that all homosexuals have a fear of physical 
injury. This idea is supported by Dr. Storr in Sexual Deviation. There 
Storr writes: " ' an excessive fear of physical injury is more commonly found 
41 
in male homosexuals than in heterosexuals.' " Churchill objects to Storr's 
assertion due to the fact that Storr did not document any research to support 
it. Plus, Churchill maintains that only Bieber's psychoanalytic research 
even closely represents the scientific evidence available to base this 
38 
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presupposition on. In Bieber's research, including his colleagues', this fear 
of physical injury was found to be characteristic of the majority of the 106 
homosexual psychiatric patients examined. Churchill concludes his discussion 
of Storr's assertion with the reiteration that one cannot generalize about 
the homosexual community based on such limited supportive scientific research. 
Another generalization that is made about gays is that they have an 
underlying fear of the opposite sex. Churchill describes this idea as being: 
" ... that the 'homosexual' is an anxiety-ridden, shy person who, because he 
has some deep fear of the opposite sex, uses his homosexuality as a 'defense' 
43 
against heterosexuality or as an 'escape' from it." While Churchill agrees 
that this mental attitude may be true for certain individuals, he asserts 
that there is little statistical evidence to prove it common to all gays. If 
one agrees with the Kinsey heterosexual-homosexual continum, one acknm.;rledges 
42 
that this is not true of those who are rated 1, 2, 3, and 4. These individuals 
are defined as ones who participate in heterosexual and homosexual activity 
in varying degrees. Even if one does not agree with the continuum, it is common 
knmvledge that some gays marry, have children, and date the opposite sex in 
order to hide their sex preference. It is also known that some gays, espec-
ially males," ... may be involved in both heterosexual and homosexual activities 
44 
in the same year, or in the same month or \veek, or even in the same day." 
One is not able to make a valid generalization that gays have a great fear of 
the opposite sex. 
Another generalization that straights make about gays is that gays 
have an insatiable desire for hasty, recurrent gratification of their homosexual 
42 
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urges without any consideration of the end results. Many gays fear the loss 
of employment, the loss of reputation and the loss of personal dignity. Plus 
many gays fear entrapment by the police. Churchill claims that there is no 
evidence that can conclusively prove that this generalization is true of 
gays other than evidence from studies done with offenders of other la-.;vs of 
society. He implies that homosexuality does not necessarily make one an 
insatiable seeker of homosexual fulfillment. Churchill states: 
"For every 'homosexual' observed,: on the prowl by the police or some 
other person 'in the knmv' there must be any number of others sitting 
alone in their rooms or searching for some means to sublimate their 
urges, ... Those who manage to cope ... and apparently they are in the 
vast majority--never come to the attention of the authorities or of 
other more promiscuous males."45 
Although Churchill is representative of most opinions in his denial of this 
generalization about gays, one observes the words, "must be" and "apparently", 
in the previous quote. These do not signify scientific data to support his 
46 
objection. He appears to use one generalization to counteract another. 
A lack of supportive data appears to be common to both homophobic 
reactions. These reactions manifest themselves in broad generalities about 
each other's point of view. Most homophobic responses center on the appear-
ance, the life-style, and the mental attitude of gays. They also manifest 
themselves in the theories concerning the causes of homosexuality. In order 
to have a realistic perspective about gays, one needs to examine the theories 
of the origin of homosexuality, as well as the major generalizations about 
gays. 
These theories of the origin of homosexuality can be divided into 
two categories. These categories are separated into those theories which 
suggest a causal origin of homosexuality and into those theories which suggest 
45 
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a learned origin of homosexuality. According to most resources, the congen-
ital, causal theories are being abandoned in favor of the psychogenic and 
learned theories. Churchill describes the historical trends concerning 
homosexuality as follm..rs: 
"Thus, in the Dark Ages and during medi val times, -.;..rhen homosexuality 
was thought to be a supernatural state of mind, it was attributed to 
possession by devils ... A few hundred years ago, -.:..rhen it was regarded a 
vice, it was attributed to depravity, excessive 'self-abuse', satiation, 
and the search for new sensations ... Seventy years ago, when homosexuality 
was regarded as a form of moral and neurological degeneracy, the cause 
was attributed to the 'bad seed' of one's ancestors ... T-.;..renty-five years 
ago, -.;..rhen endocrinology was all the rage, homosexuality was thought to 
be a glandular disease ... Today ... homosexuality is regarded as an emo-
tional ailment, and is attributed to complicated psychodynamic conflicts 
that arise during childhood."47 
Churchill reveals the progression of causal theories of the past (the super-
natural, the depravity of mankind, heredity, and a physiological, bio-chemical 
imbalance) to the learned theories of the present (mental illness and a path-
ological childhood). 
The causal theories which persist in some circles today are that 
homosexuality is the result of the depraved and perverse nature of man, that 
homosexuality is the result of an inherent, genetical structure, or that 
homosexuality is a biological abnormality. Churchill attributes the theory 
of homosexuality stemming from the perverse nature of mankind to the concept 
that the homosexual has a conscience devoid of a knm..rledge of the difference 
between right and wrong. Homosexuality was considered the natural end for 
those who had become unsatisfied with the scope of heterosexual experience 
48 
in \vhich they participated. 
The second causal theory stems from the concept that homosexuality 
is inherited. Jamison states that this theory is proposed by the majority 
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of gays, including the gay church. Churchill claims that the persistence 
of this theory is due to a few clinicians and many male homosexuals who assume 
50 
that they \vere born \vith the homosexual preference. When one examines 
the genetical sex research of today, Karlen states that the resulting evidence 
51 
II is overwhelming that the genes do not cause homosexuality." People 
have wondered for centuries how parents transmit traits to their children. It 
was assumed that the sex genes were responsible for one's homosexual or 
heterosexual preference. One study resulted in the conclusion that the 
presence of a male homosexual in a family was really a female ~vhose bodily 
development had been reduced. This study when scientifically repeated \vas 
discredited by a lack of proof. Another study conducted by F.J. Kallmann 
resulted in the "tHinship theory" \vhich persists today. He concluded that 
identical twin males have a 100 per cent homosexual activity rate and are 
86 per cent predominantly or exclusively homosexual. Kallmann's study has 
not been confirmed, although a number of scientific studies have been conducted. 
Kallmann did not sho-.;.;r that the fathers or other male relatives of identical 
tHins are homosexual ~vhich would be resultant if genetic: causes were the 
determinant. In recent years, genetic research has proven that homosexuality 
is not consequence of a genetical defect. Karlen states that: "Genetics had 
shmm that the idea of homosexuals as a 'third sex' did not hold; that in fact 
there is a genetic 'third sex', and its members are not markedly prone to homo-
sexuality. The third sex that Karlen refers to are the males 1vho are con-
sidered to be true genetic intersexuals and the females ~vho are considered 
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to be the closest to a human neuter. He concludes that many genetic variants 
have been found and that most individuals have a mosaic of genetic design in 
their sex chromosomes. A genetic variance in one's sex chromosome does not 
necessarily mean an individual is inherently homosexual as first \vas concluded 
52 
by geneticists. 
The third causal theory of the origin of homosexuality is related to 
the previous theory, in that both theories involve the physiological make-up 
of the individual. The third theory is that homosexuality is caused by a 
glandular, bio-chemical imbalance. Most resources agree that there is no 
conclusive evidence that homosexuality is a hormonal, glandular disease. 
It was believed that homosexuality was the consequence of a biological-chemical 
imbalance, especially due to glandular secretions or lack of the proper ones. 
Male homosexuality was thought to be the result of a preponderance of female 
hormones (estrogens) and a lack of male hormones (androgens). The falibility 
of this theory ~vas made obvious when the treatment of these homosexuals by 
injections of hormones only served to increase their sexual drives and their 
desire for homosexual contacts. LaHaye on page 63 states that some tests 
concerning the hormonal level in male homosexuals have resulted in the dis-
closure that usually the hormonal balance in homosexual males is the same as 
in heterosexual males. Plus, LaHaye states that sometimes the male hormonal 
level is higher in homosexuals than in heterosexuals. LaHaye concludes as 
many others have that homosexuality is not caused by a glandular, hormonal 
imbalance. Instead of a congenital origin of homosexuality LaHaye supports 
53 
the theory that homosexuality has a psychogenic origin. 
This theory involves the belief that homosexuality is learned rather 
than caused. LaHaye states that one can develop a predisposition tmv-ards homo-
sexuality without becoming a homosexual. This is in keeping vith his definition 
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that it is continued homosexual activity that makes one a homosexual. LaHaye 
uses the follmving chart from page 75 to denote the development of a predis-
position tmvards homosexuality: 
THE COHPONENTS FOR DEVELOPING 
A HOHOSEXUAL DISPOSITION 
Helancholy Temperament 
+ 
Permissive Childhood 
Training 
+ 
Insecurity 
about Sexual Identity 
+ 
Childhood 
Sexual Expereinces 
+ 
Early Interest 
In Sex 
+ 
Youthful Hasturbator 
and Sexual Fantasizer 
A Predisposition toward Homosexuality 
LaHaye identifies the term "melancholy temperament" as:" ... the sensitive, 
introvert-perfectionist." This temperament is one of four possible inherited 
temperaments that influence an individual's learned behavior. LaHaye maintains 
54 
that these temperaments were first proposed by Hippocrates.2400 years ago. 
LaHaye states that he is not attempting to brand all melancholies as gays, 
rather he claims to have observed a primary or secondary melancholy tempera-
54 
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in all gay clients. 
LaHaye continued his theory that homosexuality is learned by develop-
ing a chart on page 91 ~vhich builds upon one's disposition towards a gay 
lifestyle as the foundation for the development of a homosexual. The chart 
is as follows: 
THE FORMULA FOR 
PRODUCING A HOMOSEXUAL 
+ 
A Predisposition 
Tm-.rard Homosexuality 
+ 
That First 
Homosexual Experience 
+ 
Pleasurable and Positive 
Homosexual Thoughts 
+ 
More Homosexual 
Experiences 
+ 
More Pleasurable 
Thoughts 
A Homosexual 
LaHaye emphasizes that one may skip the predisposition level and still become 
homosexual. TI1is is due to the development of a cyclical behavior that becomes 
55 
more habitual as it is experienced. 
One of the influences which contributes to the theory that homosexuality 
is learned is the patterns which are common in the homosexual's childhood. 
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The Switzers list the nine following family influences which are thought to 
contribute to an individual's learned sex preference: 
"1. A powerful mother figure who is both feared and needed and 
a father who is passive and ineffectual, often absent. 
2. An overprotective mother who is possessive and controlling 
with a father figure who is controlled and withdrawn. 
3. A hostile, aggressive, rejecting father \vith a seductive 
but sexually inhibited mother who needs the attention and 
dependence of her son for her mvn self-worth. 
4. Both parents passive, overprotective, and afraid of aggression. 
5. Both parents critical, demanding, aggressive, perfectionistic. 
6. Consistent devaluation or idealization of either men or women 
generally, often by a single parent, either in an intact family 
or a divorced person. 
7. Sibling rivalry in which one child is consistently dominated 
and his or her sexuality is devalued. 
8. Seduction or erotic exploitation during childhood by an older 
sibling, parent, or other extended family member over a period 
of time. This can be the same or opposite sex family members. 
9. An all-female-dominated environment with emasculating behavior. 
The entire locus of pmver in females is seen as possibly causa-
tive for both males and female homosexuals.''56 
The importance of family dynamics and their influence on an individual's sex 
preference has manifested itself in psychological explanations of homosexuality 
in clinical literature and research. One such study and report was made by 
Bieber and others in relation to their work and therapy of 106 homosexual 
patients. They concluded that the homosexual patients \vere victims of the 
57 
psycho-pathology of their mothers and fathers. This conclusion is often 
used as an excuse for gayness \vhich alleviates any personal responsibility 
for sexual preference. 
Another theory which denies the personal responsibility of the homo-
sexual is the belief that homosexuality is a mental illness. In times past, 
most studies of homosexuals have been done of psychiatric patients. Deep-
seated emotional conflicts are characteristic of both heterosexual and 
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homosexual psychiatric patients. Most sources agree that medical and psychia-
tric literature should remove the label of "mental illness" from homosexuality. 
Hmvever, they do not deny that severe emotional stress accompanies the decision 
to transfer from heterosexual to homosexual behavior. 
The concept of a transference or transition bet\veen heterosexual and 
homosexual tendencies lends to a theory that homosexuality is learned and 
therefore a matter of choice. Oberholzer observes that this transition 
can be traced to four areas \vhere choices must be made. He lists these on 
page 29 as being: 
"1) the interpretation of one's identity, 
2) the interpretation of one's values and interest, 
3) the interpretation of one's intended and completed action, and 
4) the interpretation of one's situation in relation to others. II 
It is inferred that if an individual learns the proper pattern of interpre-
tation of one's sexuality then heterosexual preferences (choices) will be 
made instead of homosexual preferences. This is based on the presupposition 
that individuals knmv VThich sex they are but prefer homosexual activity over 
heterosexual activity. However it lacks conclusive, supportive data. 
Just as there 1:vas a lack of scientific data to support the broad 
generalities concerning homosexuality, there also appears a lack of scien-
tific data \vhich conclusively supports one theory of the origin of homosexuality 
over another. Host sources of the present day emphasize the psychogenic, 
learned choice theory lending it their verbal and Hritten support. Even gays 
who once emphasized the congenital theory, nmv speak out for the "choice" 
theory. This may be due to the present push to make homosexuality palatible 
58 
and a normal choice response rather than an illness or physical abnormality. 
It will be note-worthy in the future to examine further scientific research 
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data which \vill expand the present knmvledge of the real causes of homosex-
uality and the true patterns of the life-style of the homosexual. 
Chapter Three 
"HHAT DOES THE BIBLE SAY?" 
If one concurs ~vith popular opinion that homosexuality is psycho-
genic, a learned sexual persuasion, then one must distinquish between ~vhat 
should be considered a "natural" and an "unnatural" sexual persuasion. Host 
sources include either a reaction to Biblical texts or a reaction to interpre-
tations of Biblical texts when attempting to support their presuppositions 
concerning the appropriateness or lack of. appropriateness of a homosexual 
persuasion. Since the Bible appears worthy of examination by other sources 
on this subject, one would be wise to consider the Biblical texts and inter-
pretations of those texts before forming one's mvn opinion about the natural-
ness or unnaturalness of the homosexual persuasion. Based on my personal 
examination of the implications of the Biblical texts, I propose that homo-
sexuality is unnatural and therefore sinful. Thus I ~vould not support homo-
sexuality as an appropriate, alternative sexual preference. 
Homosexuality is a Latin word ~vhich was introduced in later trans-
lations of the Bible. There are only a few texts which refer to what ~vould 
be described as "homosexual" behavior. The silence of the Bible seems to 
magnify the few texts ~vhich do explicitly consider homosexual behavior to be 
unnatural and inappropriate sexual behavior. Instead of becoming involved in 
idle speculation concerning this silence, one needs to examine the form in 
which the available Biblical texts have been transmitted. Plus, one needs to 
critically examine the interpretations of each passage. All scripture texts 
referred to will be from The Open Bible: The Ne~v American Standard Translation 
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of 1977. 
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Genesis 19:1-11 
Genesis 19:1-11 is the Biblical text which is the most controversial. 
It is the account of the angels' visit with Lot at Sodom and Gomorrah. The 
angels in the form of men \vere hospitably received by Lot; hmvever the male 
population of the town demanded that Lot surrender the angels to them that they 
might "know" them. The male population rejected Lot's offer of his virgin 
daughters and \vere intending to turn on Lot, when the angels pulled Lot back 
into the house. The angels then struck the male population with blindness which 
resulted in such confusion that they could not find the door of Lot's house. 
It is generally agreed that this account has traditionally been inter-
preted by biblical scholars as being related to homosexuality. Skinner, in 
The International Critical Commentary on Genesis emphasizes that all the men of 
Sodom >vere involved in the attack on Lot's house. He interprets this emphasis 
as representative of the Hidespread moral corruption of the Sodomites. Skinner 
also notes that the intention of the Sodomite males was unnatural and a sign 
of the depth of their moral corruption. Skinner also makes reference to Lot's 
hospitable gestures concerning the angels. One can't help but \vonder if Lot 
was passing through a test >lhich would determine \vhether he had become morally 
corrupt like the Sodomite males. If it was a test, Lot like Abraham \vas 
willing to sacrifice even his mm children in order to be obedient to Hhat he 
considered to be the Hill of God. Lot obviously thought that the sacrifice of 
60 
his female children \vas preferable to the sacrifice of the angels. 
There are a couple of reasons \vhich may have contributed to Lot's deci-
sian to offer his daughters to the Sodomites. One reason may have been that 
Lot felt that the sacrifice of his daughters Has the lesser of tHo evils. 
Simpson notes that an unmarried daughter Has considered the property of her 
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father similar to the married woman being considered the property of her 
husband. Another reason may have been that as a host he was under "sacred 
obligation" to protect his guests. One wonders if Lot would have then offered 
himself had the visitors not intervened. Simpson and Skinner not only emphasize 
Lot's offer to sacrifice his daughters for the angels, but they also emphasize 
the unnaturalness of the male Sodomites' intention, the depth of moral corrup-
tion in Sodom, and the impending judgement due to the moral corruption of the 
61 
Sodomites. 
In contrast to this traditional view one finds those who \vould propose 
a modern vie\v. Scanzoni and Mollenkott are representative of one of the modern 
views concerning the interpretation of this incident. They propose on page 57 
" ... that rather than concentrating on homosexuality, the Sodom story seems to 
be focusing on t\vO specific evils: (1) violent gang rape and (2) inhospitality 
to the stranger." It is their premise that the male population was not exclus-
ively homosexual, but rather that these males Here perverted heterosexuals \vho 
\vere intending sexual assault rather than consensual gay activity. Depending 
upon one's definition, this could have been considered a homosexual act in 
spite of \vhether either party considers themselves to be gay or whether they are 
exclusively gay. If homosexuality is sexual activity between like-sexed individ-
uals, then the major theme of this Sodom account could have been the intent 
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to commit a homosexual act. 
Insofar as the inhospitality theory is concerned, both McNeill and 
Boswell support it as the major theme of the Sodom passage. Boswell on page 93 
lists the four follmving themes as possibly supportable from the Genesis 
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nineteen account: 
(1) the Sodomi tes were destroyed for the general wickedness "lvhich 
has prompted the Lord to send angels to the city to investigate 
in the first place; 
(2) the city was destroyed because the people of Sodom had tried 
to rape the angels; 
(3) the city was destroyed because the men of Sodom had tried to 
engage in homosexual intercourse with the angels ... 
(4) the city was destroyed for inhospitable treatment of visitors 
sent from the Lord."--
The second theme is a reference to heterosexuals performing gang rape as an 
attempt to degrade the angelic beings. The third theme refers to a homosexual 
rape motivation rather than a heterosexual rape motivation. Boswell supports 
the fourth theme:·that Lot transgressed the custom of Sodom by entertaining 
the strangers without official permission of the "town fathers". 
l1cNeill acknowledges that there is a suggestion of intended sexual 
mistreatment of the strangers in the Hebre•v- term "yadha" which is used in verse. 
seven where Lot offers his virgin daughters in place of the strangers. McNeill 
states that this term "clearly and unambiguously implies sexual knowledge ... " 
McNeill concludes, hmvever, Hith the suggestion that instead of the word "knmv" 
having one meaning in this passage, that in reality it has two meanings: the 
meaning of hospitality in regards to the angels and the meaning of sexual 
63 
intercourse in regards to Lot's daughters. 
Both McNeill and Boswell support their theory of inhospitality with 
scriptures which talk of the fall of Sodom and Gomorrah. It is interesting 
to note that both refer to Jesus' statement in Luke 10:10-13. Jesus makes a 
reference to the fact that the tmms which reject the disciples will be judged 
more severely than Sodom. \.Jhen one considers this passage in light of the 
surrounding context in chapter ten, one concludes that inhospitality was only 
one reason for such a harsh judgement. The main reason for the judgement being 
so severe appears to be because of the city's rejection.of God's message of 
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righteousness Hhich includes his design for expression of one's sexuality. 
The lack of proper hermeneutical approach to Scripture makes one wonder if 
Boswell and HcNeill are guilty of not examining this passage personally. In 
contrast to Bosl..rell and HcNeill •..rho support Scanzoni and Hollenkott' s theory of 
inhospitality is Lovelace. 
Lovelace critically examined the proposals of Mollenkott and Scanzoni. 
His conclusion is that the argument of inhospitality is unreliable and that the 
argument of exclusive heterosexual rape is unconvincing. Lovelace asserts 
on page 101 that there are at least three other portions of Scripture which 
" ... reinforce the conclusion that homosexual practice was part of the pattern 
of sin which brought dmm the judgement of God upon Sodom." The three suppor-
tive Scripture texts that Lovelace uses are Judges 19:1-30, II Peter 2:1-22, 
and Jude 3-23. The Jude passage is often dismissed as meaning that the Sodo-
mites desired to rape the angels of God, because they were more desirable than 
a woman. One must remember that the Genesis 19 passage says that the angels 
Here in the likeness of men. Lovelace concludes that the licentious behavior 
of the Sodomites, which included homosexual practice, \vas the main reason for 
Sodom' s downfall. Once again, one has to remember the such a conclusion may 
be dependent upon one's definition of the practice of homosexuality being 
64 
sexual activity between like-sexed individuals. 
Both Gangel and OsHalt are supportive of Lovelace's conclusion that 
homosexuality \vas one of the practices of sin for w·hich Sodom l..ras judged. 
Oswalt uses the same scriptural support as Lovelace. He also arrives at the 
same conclusion that it is essential to consider all scripture passages in 
65 
context rather than isolating texts or Hords within a text. Gangel on pp. 64-
74 makes a comparison of the parallel texts of Genesis 19 and Judges 19 accounts. 
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He begins with establishing the historical, geographical and cultural settings. 
Gangel then compares the reasons for God's harsh judgement against both cities. 
On page 67 Gangel lists the five follmving comparisons: 
"1. Both Sodom and Gibeah were inhospitable cities. 
2. The streets of both cities were unsafe. 
3. The primary sin of both cities was the practice of homosexuality. 
4. The homosexuals in both cities used the technique of gang rape. 
5. The so-called righteous men of both cities were willing to 
substitute women to avoid what they considered to be the ~.;rorse 
crime of homosexual relations." 
He concludes with a comparative exegetical study of the passages. Although 
Lovelace, Oswalt, and Gangel arrive at the same conclusion, Gangel is suspect 
of commiting the same error that he accuses his opponents of on page 68: 
"Any denial of this simple fact can only be a result of premeditated prejud-
ice." One must be careful not to fall in the same trap as one's opponent, 
especially if one desires an objective conclusion. 
The term "Sodomite" originates from the Genesis 19 account. Boswell 
considers it to be mistranslated in the King James Version for the Hebre~.;r term 
for temple prostitute. He asserts that this Hebre~;.;r term in no way implies 
homosexual practices. He also states very emphatically that there is only 
minimal evidence in history that such practices might have taken place. Bos~;.;rell 
claims that the mistranslation of "kadesh", meaning temple prostitute, goes 
back to the earliest translations of the Septuagint into Greek. He states that 
six different Greek 1wrds 1.;rere needed in order to trans late this one Hebre1.;r 
term. Boswell proposes that although the mistranslation can be traced back to 
the Septuagint, it Has only after the mistranslation of "Sodomite" into English 
that passages which contained the term Here used as supportive evidence for 
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the condemnation of gay behavior. 
Oswalt presents a limited explanation of the term "Sodomite" which is 
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in direct opposition to Boswell. He states on page 65 that" ... it has been 
customary to see the strongly negative view of the Old Testament tmvard male 
cult prostitution as one more indication of the wrongness of homosexual behavior." 
Ostvalt then interacts tvith Derrek Bailey who is aligned tvith Boswell's per-
spective. In discussing the translation of' the Hebretv term Oswalt suggests 
that the reason for the different Greek terms being used to explain one Hebrew 
term was the desire for the most literal translation possible. Oswalt states 
on page 65 that these variant terms do not deny the gay connotations and one of 
them translates as " 1 one tiTho changed his nature.' " Ostvalt concludes his 
explanation of the term Sodomite and its relationship to male cult prostitution 
on page 66 as follmvs: 11 ••• \vhile the Hebretv word does not technically mean 
sodomite, there is every reason to believe that the functions of male cult 
prostitutes involved homosexual practices." Ostvalt traces this homosexual 
implication back to Jerome's Latin Vulgate and references in the Greek Septua-
67 
gint. 
Unger in his Bible dictionary traces the homosexual implication of male 
cult prostitution to several geographical locations: Assyria, Babylonia, 
Phoenecia, Phrygia, and Syria. Unger states that Ashtaroth, the Greek Astarte, 
Has its primary object of tvorship. Unger also notes that this term •vas spec-
ifically used in reference to the Galli, the priests of Cybele. Unger's explana-
68 
tion of "sodomite" would tend to support Ostvalt's conclusions. 
Leviticus 18:22 and 20:13 
Other Scripture passages in the Old Testament tvhich refer to homosexual 
practices are found in the Levitical lmv. Both Leviticus 18:22 and 20:13 
explicitly judge homosexual behavior as an abomination. These are often 
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dismissed as being only culturally relevant to the Israelites. 
Hicklem in The Interpreter's Bible states that many countries have 
69 
considered homosexual behavior as unnatural and inappropriate behavior. 
43 
Guindon would agree Hith Hicklem. He aligns himself also with Harvin Opler 
who said: "'Homosexuality in practically all cultures is regarded as a devia-
70 
tion from the majority values and norms of conducts' ... " Often the Greeks 
are used as an example of a "civilized" people who pemitted homosexuality. 
Guindon denies that the Greeks practice of homosexuality was accepted as an 
alternative sexual orientation. Even the practice of pedastry, the most common 
'/ type of homosexuality practice by the Greeks is revealed through its own 
definition as unacceptable. Guindon notes that the Greeks referred to pedastry 
". . . in terms meaning 'a dishonor' , 'an outrage' , 'a shameful act', 'an in-
71 
famous conduct' , 'an impurity' , 'a despicable habit'. It is Guindon's conclus~ 
sion that the Greek example of homosexuality was not a universally accepted 
72 
cultural distinctive. 
In opposition to Guindon, BosHell considers homosexuality as univer-
sally accepted with the exception of the Israelites. BosHell interprets the 
18:22 passage as one of a list of distinctives which are given in order to keep 
the Jews' culture seperate from the Pagans' culture which surrounded them. 
The passage in chapter 20 is parallel to 18. Boswell notes that these passages 
link homosexual behavior 1;1i th idolatrous behavior. He therefore concludes 
that homosexual behavior is prohibited for the Jew in order that he might be 
culturally distinct and because it \vas related to idolatrous behavior and a 
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transgression of ceremonial law. It was not prohibited because it was inher-
ently evil. Boswell misses the point that the Jews '..rere called to be a dis-
tinctively "holy" people. This passage is considered a part of the "holiness 
code" which '..ras to be taught to the people. The theme of holiness is charac-
73 
teristic of the Old and Ne'..r Testaments. 
It is Boswell's presupposition that the New Testament has voided the 
cultural distinctives and ceremonial laws of the Old Testament; therefore the 
prohibition of gay practices would also be voided. It is also Boswell's opinion 
that the creation account in Genesis and the total emphasis on heterosexual 
marriages throughout Scripture do not imply an anti-gay persuasion. He dis-
misses the creation-procreation assumption as insupportable of exclusively 
heterosexual relationships for two reasons. First there has been no strong 
argument in its favor. Secondly, there is no need to talk of gay relationships. 
in an account which relates the procreation story '..rhere heterosexuality would 
74 
be the focus. 
Lovelace presents an organized, viable discussion on these Levitical 
passages with a conclusion directly opposite of Bos,..rell. It is Lovelace's 
opinion that these passages forbid homosexual behavior and that they are applic-
able for the modern Christian. This opinion is evidenced by Lovelace's inter-
action with the three main arguments for Boswell's position. The first inter-
action is over the concept that gay practices are taboo as a cultural distinctive 
for J e'..rs. Using Hebrews, Lovelace suggests that the ritual and religious prac-
tices of the Jews \vere but a foreshadm..ring of '..rhat God intended to do through 
Christ and of what God intended for in the life of Christians. The Je\oJS Here 
to be an example to their pagan neighbors of the True God's will and desire 
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for mankind. 
The second interaction is over the explanation of Hhy these acts are 
forbidden. Rather than being limited into a particular historical context, 
Lovelace contends on page 89 that the main theme of both Levitical passages 
is " the warning against God's people gradually becoming used to the de-
pravity of surrounding cultures and finally legitimizing and adopting their 
practices." Lovelace does agree that there is one act in these passages 
which should be considered cultic or symbolic. This is the act of intercourse 
bet~veen male and female during menustration. He contends that since gay 
practices are included in the context of adultery, bestiality, and child 
sacrifice that gay behavior should not be considered just a cultural distinc-
76 
tive. 
The third area of interaction is over the relevance of these Levitical 
passages in light of the premise that Christians are free from the Lmv. Love-
lace is of the opinion that Christ's coming did not void the La~.J, but that the 
Law and the culture of Israel were appropriate during Israel's infancy due to 
their provision of security and protection from the defilement of the liberal, 
neighboring cultures. Lovelace asserts that some of the Old Testament Lm-1 is 
still endorsed by the Holy Spirit as signs of God's 1-1ill for the religious and 
moral behavior of believers. He acknmv-ledges that some will challenge this 
assertion. To answer this challenge he suggests, on page 90, two objective 
methods of determining which of the Levitical laws still point to God's \.Jill: 
" ... the severity of the penalty assigned by God, and the repeated endorsement 
of the New Testament." Lovelace's second "objective" criteria, the endorsement 
of the Ne\v Testament, will be challenged for there are those Hho offer an 
interpretation of the Ne\v Testament passages on homosexual behavior contrary to 
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Lovelace's interpretation. 
Romans 1:24-28 
The first Ne~;v Testament passage that one finds referring to homo-
sexuality is found in Romans 1:24-28. Sanday and Headlam in The International 
Critical Commentary emphasize that the homosexuality mentioned here is one of 
several forms of moral corruption. This moral corruption is a result of the 
idolatrous nature of men ~;.;rho ~;.;rant to have their own way. Sanday and Headlam 
note that God's punishment for the defector is the natural consequence of one 
78 
evil leading to another. 
John Knox in The Interpreter's Bible emphasizes this point also. He 
states that God does not directly intervene \vith offenders of his moral lmv, 
but allows the natural results of their offenses to become their punishment. 
Knox notes that the offender not only faces the results of the present offense, 
but finds oneself vulnerable to the next opportunity. Knox separates these 
offenses into two types, those of uncleanness (such as homosexuality) and those 
of social corruption. These are considered as natural offenses for the one 
who reverses the place of the creature and the creator. Therefore Knox would 
conclude that homosexuality is a sign of an idolatrous spirit. Plus Knox 
would define it as an unclean and dishonorable sexual orientation. Therefore, 
79 
this passage >vould denote that homosexuality is a sin. 
Lovelace is also of the opinion that this text is proof of the sinfulness 
of homosexual activity. He also concludes that the desire for such a relation-
ship is sinful due to Paul's description of these desires as being "dishonor-
able". Lovelace maintains that homosexuality and lesbianism are included in 
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the Romans list because they are signals to denote that reason and nature have 
been transgressed. He does not consider "nature" to be the "natural orienta-
tion" of an individual. Lovelace describes nature on page 92 as being " ... God's 
intention for human sexual behavior >Jhich is plainly visible in nature, in 
the complementary function of male and female sexual organs and temperaments." 
Lovelace also interacts H·ith the idea that Paul is only condemning perverse 
heterosexual behavior, but not exclusive homosexual practices. Lovelace argues 
that if proper exegesis is applied to Romans l, then one must logically con-
elude that the theme of the text is that homosexuality is the result of reject-
SO 
ing God and His will. 
Besides presenting his opinions about the text, Lovelace examines the 
opposing perspectives on the text. One of these vie~.Js is that the term, 
"nature", is the same as "custom" as in I Corinthians 11:14,15. This would 
remove from gay practices the sting of being considered only worthy of condem-
nation. Instead Paul \.Jould just be reprimanding individuals for comrniting 
acts forbidden to Je~.Js. Lovelace disagrees with this explanation based on 
the placement of homosexuality, "sexual inversion", at the top of the list of 
moral transgressions of God's will and based on the harshness of Paul's 
81 
language. 
Another view that Lovelace makes a focal point is the idea that only 
idolatrous homosexual practices are being considered in this Romans text. 
Lovelace states on page 93 that" ... this is an overliteral and individualistic 
reading of the text". It is his opinion that the homosexuality in this text 
is not necessarily idolatrous, but rather a result of the moral decay of an 
idolatrous society. Continuing along the theme of idolatry, Lovelace discusses 
the theory that this text could be refering to those who make a deliberate, 
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volitional choice to practice idolatry and uncleanness. Due to his presup-
position that homosexuality is a result of a psychopathological childhood, 
he concludes that no conscious, voluntary decision is made. Lovelace contends 
that all human sexuality is depraved due to original sin and the idolatrous 
82 
nature of a morally decadent society. 
One final interpretation of this Romans text that Lovelace disagrees 
with is the'emphasis that this passage is speaking about perverse gays rather 
than about the responsible, Christian gay. Lovelace is weak in his critique 
of this suggested interpretation. He would say that gay believers is a 
contradiction of terms. Lovelace is of the opinion that gay believers do not 
focus on Christ as their salvation; instead they focus on the freedom they have 
found by recognizing the "goodness" of their sexual orientation. Lovelace 
also implies that gay believers have seared consciences due to their abandonment· 
of sexual acts which are contrary to God's revealed ~·7ill. Therefore they ~vould 
83 
experience pseudo-freedom due to their lack of conscience. 
Gangel agrees with the implication that homosexuals have a seared 
conscience. He contends that homosexuality is a transgression of the hetero-
sexual norm that is God's will. Gangel does not consider any form of homo-
sexuality to be legitimate, acceptable sexual behavior. After a lengthy discus-
sion, he concludes that heterosexuality is the Biblical norm and that the 
violation of that norm by homosexuality is due to the depraved nature of mankind. 
Both Gangel and Greenlee stress in this Romans passage the terms 
"leaving", "changing", and "God gave them over". These terms are used as support 
for their premise that homosexuality is a violation of the heterosexual norm. 
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It is Greenlee's opinion that the inclusion of the term akatharsia, meaning 
uncleanness, brings a connotation of sexual immorality to the interpretation 
of the text. Greenlee concludes his discussion of this Romans 1 text by label-
ing all homosexual acts as immoral and by labelling all heterosexual acts out 
85 
of marriage as immoral. 
Basically, Greenlee, Gangel and Lovelace represent the anti-gay inter-
pretation of the Romans text; whereas Mollenkott, Scanzoni and Boswell represent 
the pro-gay interpretation. There are three key points that Mollenkott and 
Scanzoni emphasize. The first point surrounds the idea that the passage 
could not be talking about a "sincere" gay Christian; instead it would have to 
be describing a perverse, idolatrous homosexual. They use the terms "lust", 
and "unnaturalness", and the concept of the rejection of the knowledge of 
God to support such a conclusion. Mollenkott and Scanzoni presuppose that 
86 
gays can experience the same kind of love, "oneness", as straights do. 
This presupposition brings one to the second point that Mollenkott 
and Scanzoni discuss. This point emphasizes that this passage does not prove 
that homosexual love is unnatural. From their exegetical study of the passage, 
they support the opinion that when Paul uses the term "against nature" he is 
referring either to the accepted social customs of the Greek and Roman culture 
or to the violation of Jewish customs and lm.r. Hollenkott and Scanzoni reject 
the premise that heterosexuality is the norm for human sexuality. This rejec-
tion is based on a two part presentation. First they present the fallacies 
of the inconsistent stance on the part of some Christian straights 1vho make a 
distinction that only homosexual acts are sinful, not a homosexual orientation. 
Secondly, they present the fallacy of the stance that homosexuality is a 
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transgression of "nature" by reference to documented evidence of homosexual 
behavior amongst animals and seagulls. 
The third point that Mollenkott and Scanzoni discuss is their conclusion 
that this Romans passage in reality refers to the perverse heterosexual. They 
propose that here the straight individual has not only turned from God, but 
also from the opposite sex to indulge in gay behavior \vhich is not natural. 
They state that the homosexuality that took place during Paul's day \vas usually 
adultery where men turned from their \vives to male prostitutes and lovers. 
Therefore, if this passage speaks of homosexuality, Scanzoni and Hollenkott 
would say that it is not speaking of sincere gay behavior but of perverse, 
87 
unnatural gay behavior. 
Boswell agrees Hith both Scanzoni's and Hollenkott's presupposition 
that homosexuality is a natural orientation for some people. Boswell also 
agrees with their interpretation of this text. Boswell states that in this 
passage Paul is condemning homosexual acts that heterosexuals have committed. 
Since this is unnatural for the heterosexual, it is condemned. On the other 
hand it does condemn the homosexual whose orientation is natural. Although 
Boswell's presuppositions and conclusions are contrary to the conservative, 
anti-gay presuppositions and conclusions, he recognizes the validity of the 
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translation of this passage. Bos-.;v-ell disagrees \vith the translation of the 
two other New Testament texts which are usually used to indicate the sinful 
nature of homosexuality. 
I Corinthians 6:9 and I Timothy 1:10 
These passages are I Corinthians 6:9 and I Timothy 1:10. The dissen-
tion arises over the traditional translation of the words malakoi and 
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arsenokoitai. Gangel presents the traditional translation of malakoi as being 
"soft" and "weak" with the implication of effeminacy, morally loose behavior 
and the practice of pedastry which is the willingness of males to participate 
in homosexual behavior. This term is usually used in reference to the passive 
89 
participant in homosexual activity. 
Greenlee as well as Gangel accepts the traditional translation of 
malakoi. Greenlee bases his support on the same authority as Gangel --
Bauer, Arndt and Gingrich's Greek-English Lexicon of the Ne.;·J Testament. 
Greenlee presents a fuller picture of the traditional translation of this term. 
He suggests that malakoi had homosexual connotations throughout the first three 
Christian centuries: " ... from the Hibeh Papyri of the late B.C. and early A.D. 
period, and from the Hritings of Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Dio Chrysostom, 
Vattius Valens, and Dogenes Laertius ... " Greenlee translates malakoi as male 
prostitutes '\vho allmv themselves to be misused sexually. Greenlee concludes that 
the theme of the I Corinthians 6:9 passage in which this \vord is found is that 
liberation by Christ is possible for those who commit the sins listed in the 
90 
passage, including malakoi. 
Lovelace would agree with Greenlee's conclusion concerning the theme of 
I Corinthians 6:9. Lovelace contends that practicing homosexuals not only 
lack of liberation of Christ but also that they are unregenerate souls r,vho are 
denied entrance into the Kingdom of God. In making his point Lovelace presents 
Scanzoni and Mollenkott as implying that one should not take the list of un-
righteous behavior in this passage seriously. Upon examination of Scanzoni and 
91 
Mollenkott one has to disagree with the accuracy of Lovelace's presentation. 
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When one takes Scanzoni's and Hollenkott's discussion of the list of 
unrighteous behavior and the nature of unrighteous behavior out of the context 
of their total presentation, it is easily misconstrued. Scanzoni and Mollenkott 
present the overlying theme of this Corinthian passage to be that all unright-
eous behavior separates one from the kingdom of God. They define the homo-
sexual behavior here to be those acts >vhich are preverse and unnatural to the 
homosexual's "natural" orientation. They clearly state their position on page 
71: 
"After conversion, just as the heterosexual has the old ego-nature 
to contend with, so does the homosexual convert retain the old ego-nature. 
Therefore, homosexuals must certainly learn to cease from unloving abuses 
of sexuality, as heterosexuals must; and all of us must struggle against 
idolatry and other manifestations of the ego-nature. But Paul is telling 
us that all unrighteousness or \vickedness or ego-centeredness separates 
us from God;s presence and that inclusion comes only through acceptance 
of God's grace, 'by the Spirit of our God."' 
Scanzoni and Mollenkott also suggest in this statement that one becomes free 
from the bondage of unrighteous behavior, but that one does not become incap-
able of sin. Scanzoni and Mollenkott do not conclude that one should not 
take unrighteous behavior seriously. The issue that Lovelace could have more 
accurately interacted >vith that is contrary to his position is their concept that 
92 
only perverse, deplorable same-sex behavior is unrighteous. 
Although Lovelace doesn't take issue \vith Scanzoni and Hollenkott 
over this position; he does take issue >vith Boswell and l1cNeill over it. He 
notes BosHell's contention that the early church did not use malakoi as suppor-
tive evidence against homosexuality. Lovelace also makes reference to the fact 
that Boswell's work is unpublished at the time of his own work. This may be the 
reason that Lovelace inaccurately reiterates Boswell's translation of malakoi 
93 
and arsenokoitai. 
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"\vho are self-indulgent and homosexual prostitutes." Boswell actually gives 
several possible translations for the term malakos. He eventually settled 
for a very broad meaning of "unrestraint" or "wanton" behavior, but in no r.,ray 
would he suggest that this term is applicable to homosexuals. BosHell states 
that malakos has traditionally been translated by the church as meaning mastur-
bation until the twentieth century. Boswell concludes that the change from 
masturbation to homosexual-connotations was not due to a change in the moral 
stance of the church. It is Bos"\vell' s conclusion that malakos has historically 
95 
been mistranslated by the church. 
Bosr.vell also contends that the church has historically mistranslated 
the term arsenokoitai. He acknm,rledges that due to the rarity of this term's 
usage it is easy to understand why it might become linked with homosexuality. 
Boswell does not actually state "\vhat the proper translation of arsenokoitai 
should be. He only T:1akes the passing comment that until the fourth century it 
had always been translated "male prostitute". It was after this that it 
became frequently associated >vi th homosexuality. Bomvell states that the most 
valid evidence asserts that arsenokoitai was not linked to homosexuality in 
the lifetime of Paul. Boswell would not agree r.vith Lovelace's statement that 
96 
he (Boswell) translates arsenokoitai to mean homosexual prostitutes. 
Lovelace dismisses both Bosr.vell and HcNeill' s views as strictly a 
minority exegetical opinion. Although Lovelace alligns McNeill \vi th Bos\vell, 
he does not interact specifically r.vith his work. Instead Lovelace presents 
four other sources r.vhich translate arsenokoitai as having homosexual 
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connotations: Donald \villiams, Bailey, Treese, and Gingrich. Lovelace agrees 
\vi th Donald \hlliams in reference to the translation of arsenokoitai in I 
Corinthians 6:9 and I Timothy 1:8-10. Hilliams 1 translation is as follmvs: 
" ... 'Hllile arsenokoitai by the sixth century may mean 'male prostitutes', here 
it certainly has a wider reference, 'male homosexuals, sodomites'--literally, 
97 
'male bedmates for males. '" Arsenokoitas is associated Hith the aggressive 
male participant in homosexual acts. Lovelace considers his translation to 
98 
be in the majority opinion of exegetes. 
Greenlee would also fit into this group. He maintains that the term 
arsenokoitai in the Ne\J Testament refers to males going to bed Hith males for 
sexual reasons. Greenlee traces the etymology of arsenokoitai back to arsen 
meaning 'a male' and koite meaning 'a bed'. The suffix implies the agent of 
an action. Hhen Greenlee put it all together, he concluded that the term means 
"a male-bed-person". He contends that the term definetely denotes homosex-
99 
uality. 
Due to this opinion, Greenlee's translation is contrary to Boswell's. 
Greenlee interacts with Boswell's conclusion that arsenokoitai carries no 
connotation of homosexuality. Greenlee's chief point of dissention is over 
Boswell's apparent assumption that since the English term "homosexuality" 
originated at a late date, then the idea of homosexuality \vas either unknm.;rn 
or undis tinquishable from heterosexuality. It is Greenlee's opinion that 
Boswell is accurate about the formation of the term "homosexuality". It is 
also Greenlee 1 s contention that any lack of knoHledge or distinction by early 
writers \vas due to the degrading, shameful, adominable nature of homosexual 
acts. Upon examination of Bos,.;rell' s work of 1980, this appears a very minor 
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implication, if it can be read into his -.;.;rork at all. Greenlee appears to have 
been interacting with an article in a Methodist publication of 1975. This was 
written five years before his own work. By 1980 Bomvell may have considered 
100 
this line of thought no longer a point for major emphasis. 
Greenlee and Boswell are two examples of the opposing thought when 
translating Biblical texts concerning homosexuality. In the anti-gay division 
one finds Gangel, Lovelace, and Greenlee. They appear to stress the follmving 
three points in their exegetical studies and interaction with opposing vie~;vs: 
1) that heterosexuality is the norm, 2) that homosexuality is unnatural, and 
therefore inappropriate, and 3) that all homosexuality is equated with sin. 
Facing this position is the pro-gay division where one finds Hollenkott, 
Scanzoni, and Bos\vell. They also stress three specific points in their exe-
getical studies and interaction \vith contradictory vie-.;vs. These points are 
as follmvs: 1) that homosexuality is a natural sexual orientation, and there-
fore appropriate, 3) that there are t-.;vo kinds of homosexuality (the righteous 
and sincere versus the unrighteous and sinful), and 3) that biblical references 
to unnatural acts refer to heterosexuals who commit homosexual acts -- i.e. 
gang rape. It is doubtful that these two sides Hill ever agree. It is best 
to examine both positions carefully before agreeing \vith either position. 
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Chapter Four 
"TO TREAT OR NOT TO TREAT?" 
There are four basic responses offered to the homosexual in regards 
to treatment. The first response is that homosexuality is curable. This is 
achieved through psychotherapy and/or pastoral ministry. The second response 
is that homosexuality is incurable, but controllable. This is achieved through 
psychotherapy. The third response is that homosexuality should be prevented. 
This is achieved through education and lffivs. The fourth response is that 
homosexuality should not be cured, controlled or prevented. This is achieved 
through tolerance and open acceptance. 
Curable 
The response that homosexuality is curable implies a presupposition 
that ho~osexuality is not normal sexual behavior. It also implies that there 
is hope for the homosexual Hho desires to change. He is not doomed to a life 
of abnormal sexual expression and desires. The cure is seen as a change from 
the abnormal gay life to the normal straight life. Gross captures the essence 
of this presupposition in his description of the "cure": 
"Cure may be taken to mean such a complete change in the patient 1 s 
mode of living that he Hill as a result thereof, find his sexual satis-
factions with women ... behave in \vays that commend themselves to the 
social order ... gain proficiency and satisfaction from conventional modes 
of sexual activity .... not only physical but also emotional gratification, 
and a sense of fulfillment ... he hopes to be able to marry, have children 
and found a family." 101 
There are ttvo means by which this cure is proclaimed successfully achievable. 
The first means by \vhich one can be cured of homosexuality is through 
psychotherapy. Gross describes the effectiveness of this means as follm.,rs: 
" ... it Hould appear that psychotherapy can successfully abort a homosexual Hay 
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of life and help the patient to make the changes whereby he can find sexual 
102 
satisfaction in the socially approved Hays of deriving it." Oliver -.;.;rould 
agree with Gross' conclusion, but he qualifies his conclusion by adding that 
certain conditions help to insure the successfulness of psychotherapy. One 
such condition is suggested by Ellis. This is that the homosexual must come 
willingly to the therapist's office, rather than as an involuntary rehabili-
tation effort forced on the individual. Ellis' condition of voluntarism on 
the gays part is Bergler' s proposal that the acknm.;rledgement by the homosexual 
that a cure is truly possible is a pre-requisite for effective therapy. 
Dr. Bergler lists the following eight prerequisites as insurance for success-
ful therapy treatment for homosexuals: 
"(1) inner guilt feelings that can be put to therapeutic use, 
(2) voluntary acceptance of treatment, 
(3) not too extensive amount of self-damaging tendencies, 
(4) therapeutic preferability of reality to homosexual fantasy, 
(5) no real experience of complete psychic dependency upon the 
mother, 
(6) no persistence or reasons for maintaining homosexuality as a 
pseudo-aggressive weapon against the hated family, 
(7) no authoritative assertion of incurability, 103 
(8) the analyst's knowledge of newer therapeutic procedures." 
Oliver agrees Hith Dr. Bergler that certain conditions do enhance the poss-
ibility of psychotherapy being a viable means of treatment for the homosexual. 
The other means by ~.;rhich a cure is achieved for the homosexual is 
104 
through the pastoral ministry. Gross sees the pastoral role tm.;rards homosexuals 
as being supportive, offering practical help, and initiating contact ~.;rith 
gays -- such as in prison chaplaincy. The successfulness of the pastoral 
ministry to gays is dependent on the availability of the pastor and on the 
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receptivity of the ministry of reconciliation by the homosexual. Gross also 
implies that success is dependent on the genuineness of the church's ministry 
of reconciliation, of acceptance and incorporation of the homosexual into the 
church fellowship. Gross states that there are four ways in which the church 
can prove beneficial for the homosexual: through pastoral care, by public 
education about homosexuality, through meeting the crises of the homosexual 
life, and by providing an atmosphere conducive for healing and change to take 
place. Gross asserts that it is not the church's responsibility to approve 
homosexual conduct when it is offensive, but it is the church's responsibility 
to make every effort possible to help the willing, but handicapped gay become 
105 
a socially and spiritually useful member of the body of the church. 
In comparison to Gross' description of the church's ministry to the 
homosexual, Bahnsen takes a hard line approach. He proposes that the church 
has a three-fold ministry to the gay. First, he claims that it is the church's 
responsibility to teach the concept of God's judgement on the perversity of 
homosexuality by proclamation and exclusion of the unrepentent from the church 
body. Secondly, Bahnsen sees the church as responsible for announcing the 
transforming power of the gospel of God unto salvation, \vhich is available 
even to the homosexual. At this point, one cannot help but wonder hmv long a 
homosexual will be receptive to such a church. One also wonders \vhether the 
church \vould even be offered an opportunity to live up to the third obligation 
that Bahnsen places at its door. The third responsibility of the church is 
106 
to be supportive of the gay's transformed lifestyle. 
Philpott's vie\v of the pastoral ministry's role and the church's res-
ponsibilities tends to parallel Gross's view more than Bahnsen's. Philpott 
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suggests a four point message to the homosexual from the church. This ~essage 
is the assurance of forgiveness, the fellowship of acceptance, the love of 
Christ, and the pmver of the Holy Spirit. Philpott considers this message 
essential for the church to have a viable, lasting ministry to the homo-
107 
sexuals. 
Gangel presents a view of the essential pre-requisites for the success-
ful ministry by the church to the homosexual which is similar to those pre-
viously mentioned, yet uniquely different, in his emphasis on the competency 
of the counselor. Gangel presents four pre-requisites: 
"1. Recognition that homosexuality is not genetically caused. 
2. Repentance on the part of the homosexual. 
3. Responsible counseling by a competent Christian. 108 
4. Receptive Christians who practice acceptance and love." 
Gangel places great emphasis on the need of a "competent Christian counselor". 
He highly recommends Adam's nouthetic counseling. Gangel also recommends 
Dolby's psychotherapy and Crabb's congregational approach. It is his premise 
109 
that homosexuals can respond to therapy and eventually be cured. 
McNeill surprisingly defines the goal of the clergyman-counselor's 
task similar to Gross. McNeill is a Catholic priest with a liberal inter-
pretation of scripture. He supports tolerance and acceptance of those \vho 
cannot make a heterosexual adjustment. HcNeill makes the following statement: 
"Practically all authorities agree that the first goal of counseling should 
be to guide the person vlith a homosexual problem to a heterosexual adjustment 
llO 
\vheneve r possible." The surprise of McNeill's position is due to the fact 
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that the previous sources \vho have agreed that homosexuality is curable through 
either counseling or pastoral ministry were all from the conservative, evan-
gelical side of the Church. 
Hith the HcNeill's counseling goal in mind, the counselor should first 
discern whether the individual is truly homosexual or suffering from homophobia 
(pseudo-homosexual). HcNeill agrees with Gross that the counselor/minister 
should be open to professional assistance and supervision if the counselor/ 
minister's training is limited. McNeill recognizes that in some of the most 
serious cases which have unfavorable conditions there is a possibility that 
therapy \vill only provide improvement rather than a cure. HcNeill attempts 
to stress the fact that a failure of therapy is not al~..rays due to a weak-
willed individual. McNeill also cautions against advising the homosexual 
to live a life of total abstinence when therapy fails, unless the individual 
can undertake such a lifestyle without great suffering, guilt or mental dis-
orders. McNeill does not intend to set therapy up to fail, for he contends that 
both therapy and pastoral ministry are avenues by Hhich the homosexual can be 
111 
cured. 
One final source that needs consideration is LaHaye's cure for homo-
sexuality. Unlike HcNeill, LaHaye is typical of previous conservative evan-
gelicals. Contrary to HcNeill, LaHaye places great stress on the will of the 
individual. Like Gangel and others, LaHaye is of the opinion that the homo-
sexual ~:..rill have to want to change. LaHaye extends the previously listing 
into eighteen steps that he considers necessary for a successful lifestyle 
change from homosexual to heterosexual. LaHaye's cure is as follows: 
"1) Accept Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord. 
2) Be continually controlled by the Holy Spirit. 
3) Walk in the Spirit. 
4) Face homosexuality as a sin and confess it. 
5) Face and confess your basic anger problem." 
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6) Love and accept yourself. 
7) Learn to control your mind. 
8) Sincerely thank God for your sexuality. 
9) Hake absolutely no exceptions. 
10) Avoid homosexual hangouts. 
11) Become active in a Bible-teaching church. 
12) Become active in a \veekly Bible study. 
13) Vigorously seek Christian companionship. 
14) Find one or more intimate friends. 
15) Give check-up privileges to one or more friends. 
16) Believe God for an unlimited future. 
17) Present your body formally to God. 
18) Become a people-helper."ll2 
Number nine is a reference to homosexual acts. LaHaye \vould disagree with 
McNeill that one should not advise a client to abstain from homosexual acts 
for any reason. Number fifteen refers to a people support group -.;vhich holds 
the homosexual client responsible and accountable for their lifestyle. Number 
sixteen is a reference to the possibility that one might not become hetero-
sexual. It deals -.;vith the idea that one might have to abstain from either 
homosexual or heterosexual activity, in light of the increasing rise of single-
ness in today's society. For LaHaye, the only cure for homosexuality is the 
total forsaking of its lifestyle. This is based on the premise that the homo-
113 
sexual lifestyle is an abnormal lifestyle. 
There are several presuppositions that appear common to the majority 
of sources Hho believe homosexuality to be curable. One presupposition is 
the heterosexual norm. Another is that homosexuality is a sin. Finally, 
the homosexual has to have some desire to change. The majority of these 
sources are anti-gay and are conservatively evangelical. 
Control 
In contrast to the previous response to homosexuals concerning treat-
ment, this response negates the idea that homosexuality is curable. This 
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is based on the premise that homosexual behavior is controllable. 
Doubts are raised as to ~vhether homosexual behavior can become totally 
changed into a heterosexual behavior. The avenue which seems to have achieved 
the most success in controlling homosexual activity is through psychotherapy. 
Hestwood makes the most logical and organized presentation of the 
sources examined which fall into this school of response. He divides his 
presentation into three sections: self-suggestion, psychotherapy, and 
understanding and control. Wes t1vood characterizes self-suggestion as acts 
of repression, sublimation, ~vill-power, and resolution. The difficulty that 
he finds with repression is that instead of totally inhibiting the desires 
and impulses, it tends to heighten these now unconscious desires and impulses. 
Repression is usually the diagnosis for the sudden manifestation of homo-
sexuality in the lifestyle of those who begin participating in gay activity 
for no apparent reason. Sublimation is also an unconscious process. This 
is the concept of diverting sexual activity into socially approved paths. 
The difficulty that ~vesbvood finds with sublimation being the answer for the 
homosexual is that it tends to put the homosexual in the direct path of 
temptation. Westwood contends that the real difficulty lies not in self-
suggestion, but in the fact that those who use self-suggestion are usually 
the ones ~vho get caught. He states that these individuals usually find them-
114 
selves at the mercy of the civil authorities and the rejection of society. 
The second section that 1.-Jest~vood discusses as a possible avenue of 
controlling homosexual impulses is through psychotherapy. He makes several 
observations about the client in relationship to the success of controlling 
the client 1 s homosexual behavior. Westwood considers that the experiences of 
the gay client influence the amount of control the client \vill achieve. He 
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suggests that the younger the client, the more hope there is of achieving 
control. Hestr.vood also considers the eagerness of the client to control the 
homosexual behavior, the more chance there is of achieving it. \•Jest1vood 
considers the most difficult clients to treat are males Hith feminine char-
acteristics. He judges this to be due to the influence of a female presence 
in the client's environment. His diagnosis \vould be to move the male client 
to a totally new environment, free of the old one. Hestwood considers psycho-
therapy to be of value in teaching control to a gay client, although most of 
the factors influencing the gay orientation are beyond the control of the 
115 
client. 
The third section that Hestwood discusses is understanding and control. 
WestHood suggests using the ego as a controlling influence over the homosexual 
orientation. He implies that a \veak ego accompanies a homosexual orientation. 
Psychotherapy is suggested as the proper shaping tool to conform the ego and to 
help the client understand himself. It is implied that acceptance of self Hill 
bring acceptance of sexual persuasion 1-.rhich will bring control. West1vood 
also makes reference to the possibility of using hormone injections to control 
the sexual drive. Hm..rever, presently these are generally rejected as being of 
minimal help and outdated as a means of control. Hest1vood \veakly concludes 
this argument 1vith a summary statement that there is no specific cure for 
116 
homosexuality. 
Churchill is of the same persuasion as HestHood. His opinion that 
homosexuality can only be controlled, but not cured is the premise on \·lhich 
he builds his theory of treatment for the homosexual. The goal of therapy is 
as f ollm·7S : 
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"The treatment of the homosexual patient or any other patient, 
if it is to be \varth~.;rhile, must bring about a confrontation on the 
part of the individual ,.;rith his attitudes tm.;rard sex and tm.;rard him-
self as a sexual oeing. "117 
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Churchill's goal is to help the client to accept his sexuality. It is not to 
persuade the client to be either heterosexual or homosexual. It is the thera-
pist's role to remain non-judgemental about homosexuality. Churchill considers 
it inhumane punishment to hold the hope of cure over the heads of gay clients. 
He states that some people are unable to change although they truly desire to 
do so. Churchill \vould say that control \vi th the acknmvledgement that rever-
sals do happen is the most reliable treatment that psychotherapy can offer the 
118 
homosexual client. 
Karlen also presents a discussion of the doubts concerning the poss-
ibility of cure. He interacts with the idea that the field of psychotherapy 
itself is suspect. Karlen suggests that most doubts are due to unrealistic 
expectations on the part of the client, to expense and availability of treat-
ment, to ignorance of the therapy, and to behaviorist oriented therapists. 
Karlen maintains that most behavior can be explained in psychodynamical terms. 
He concludes that future studies \vill reveal the truth. For now he reiterates 
his position that psychotherapy offers the best means for the greatest degree 
of control for a homosexual, but he does not see it as a "cure-all" method. 
Karpman \vould align himself with Karlen 1 s conclusion. Hmvever, 
Karpman' s own opinion is based on material dating 1938-1947. Karpman' s m.;rn 
\vork was published in the 50's. This is not to say that the data is no longer 
valid, but that one must not rely on Karpman as sole support for a controlled 
homosexual orientation through psychotherapy. Karpman does make a note \vhich 
refers to the credence that the U.S. Army gave to psychotherapy. \~hen homosexual 
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activity Has detected amongst the soldiers, a therapist was attached to the 
unit in an advisory role. Hith the recent court cases of homosexuals versus 
the Army, the present policies regarding homosexuals in the Army may have to 
be re-evaluated just as in society. Karpman does suggest that psychotherapy 
is the best option available for teaching homosexuals hm..r to control their 
119 
sexual orientation. 
Prevention 
The third response to homosexuals in regards to treatment is the con-
cept of prevention. This response is not to be considered an alternative 
treatment to the cure or control theories. It could accompany or parallel 
both of those theories. This is revealed in the fact that supporters of 
both the cure and control theories also support the idea that homosexuality 
should be prevented. 
Churchill is of the opinion that prevention is the only treatment 
120 
that is considered acceptable by our culture. Both Churchill and Oliver 
stress the need to prevent pathological homosexuality through a change in the 
121 
home environment. Wesbvood interacts extensively with the idea of pre-
vention beginning at home. 1\fest>..rood presupposes that there is a homosexual 
component in every individual. He concludes that since most psychosexual 
disturbances are traced to a child-parent relationship in early childhood, 
then prevention needs to begin at home. He proposes that an understanding of 
homosexuality should be taught to all parents. He considers education about 
homosexuality imperative for all professions ~..rhich Hill influence the lives 
of other individuals in a developmental or teaching capacity, i.e. teachers, 
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physicians, and ministers. He also proposes that children should be taught 
sex education at the time that they begin manifesting inquisitive behavior 
or asking subtle questions about sex. A channel of communication needs to 
be kept open between parent(s) and child, so that the child lvill feel free 
to talk about sex and homosexuality with the parent (s). It is Hest'\lOods 
contention that prevention of homosexuality can only effectively be done by 
122 
the horne environment. 
A second area that Hestwood interacts 1-1ith as an obstacle to homo-
sexuality is the law. He contends that it is a fallacy to consider the lmv 
an avenue of the prevention of gay orientation. Hes t'lvood 1 s opinions are not 
new to the modern reader, but are minimal in comparison to the modern objec-
tions raised against the laH being used as a preventive measure. Hest1vood 
considers lm·lS pertaining to homosexuality to be out-dated, illogical, and 
123 
unenforced. 
It is Hest1vood 1 s opinion that the existing la1vs are too ambiguous to 
be effective. Oliver agrees 1-1ith Hestwood that these laHs are inconsistly 
enforced. Oliver notes that 'lvhen the la1vs are enforced they result in a fee 
or the confinement of the individual rather than including some type of 
medical and psychiatric or psychological aid. This 1wuld not make the laH a 
practical preventive measure, even for future acts. Oliver notes that the 
majority of cases 1-1here the la1-1 is actually enforced against sexually deviant 
behavior, including homosexuality, it is usually in regards to the involve-
men t of a minor. It is Oliver 1 s opinion that the laxity of lmv enforcement 
against homosexual acts is due to three things: the ambiguous 1wrding of the 
charges, the sensational publicity of the prosecuted individual, and the lack 
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of rehabilitation offered the offender. Oliver concludes that our present 
124 
lavs are inadequate and need to be changed. 
66 
In a discussion over possible future legal treatment for sex offenders, 
Oliver offers alternative vievs to the present "illogical" code of sex-offense 
lm.;s. One vie~.; is espoused by Morris Ploscove who proposes that laws prohib-
iting sexual deviant behavior should be re-classified into the follmving four 
categories: 
"1) heterosexual and homosexual acts in which force and 
violence are used to achieve sexual objectives, 
2) heterosexual and homosexual acts involving children and 
adolescents, 
3) heterosexual and homosexual acts ~1hich outrage public 
decency or give rise to public scandal, and 
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4) heterosexual and homosexual prostitution." 
It is Oliver's opinion that the first two categories ~.;auld apply to the most 
dangerous sex deviants. Besides the vie>v that la>vs should be re-classified, 
Oliver suggests that psychiatric and psychological treatment of the individual 
should be mandatory. He concludes that the most dangerous sex deviants should 
be hospitalized rather than imprisoned. :3oth alternq.tive views (reclassifica-
tion of laws and mandatory psychiatric treatment) to our present lm.;s are 
based on the premise that our present system is inadequate and in need of 
126 
change. 
Although there is some truth in \vhat lvest~vood says, Proctor presents 
an alternative viev which is reluctant to change the present lm.;s. Proctor 
admits that this is basically due to a fear that the lack of laH or the gen-
erality of the language in lavs might allm.; perverse homosexuals into positions 
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Oliver, pp. 205-212. 
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Oliver, pp. 214-215· 
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of authority over children. He also recognizes that most of the resistance 
to the changing of the present laws is initiated by the religious sector of 
society. Proctor contends that the future may likely reveal a lawful accep-
tance of homosexuals as a minority worthy of the same civil-rights protection 
that ethnic groups enjoy. Proctor does not conclude that the laws are a good 
preventative measure against homosexuality, but he calls for his readers to be 
aware of the future ramifications of totally discarding the present laws or 
indiscriminately changing terminology of the existing lmvs leaving loop holes 
127 
in the la•v due to ambiguity. 
Tolerance/Acceptance 
The fourth basic response to the idea of treatment for the homosexual 
is that a homosexual orientation does not need to be cured, controlled, or 
prevented. This view is in direct opposition to the three former responses. 
It calls for acceptance and toleration of the individual's normal homosexual 
orientation. 
Scanzoni and Mollenkott propose that sincere, responsible gays should 
be accepted and allowed the same rights and freedoms of sincere, responsible 
straights. They recognize that the traditional church will have difficulty 
accepting such a proposal due to their traditional vie'" of "God's Ideal for 
the Sexual Expression of Love." In Scanzoni and Hollenkott's chapter entitled 
"Proposing a Homosexual Christian Ethic," they present t~vo alternative models 
for acceptable sexual behavior. These two models clearly and concisely depict 
the contrast betVJeen the traditional view and the proposed alternative vie<v 
of the proper norm for sexual expression of love. The models also shmv the 
similarities between the traditional view and the proposed alternative vieH 
of the abuses of sexual expression. The models are on the follmving page. 
127 
Keysor, pp. 171-180. 
Acceptance 
MODEL I--The Traditional Vie~;v-128 
God's Ideal for the Sexual 
Expression ~ Love 
Heterosexual, monogamous 
marriage 
HODEL li-The Alternative Viewl29 
God's Ideal for the Sexual 
Expression of Love 
A covenantal heterosexual 
relationship (marriage) 
A covenantal homosexual 
relationship(for persons 
of homosexual orientation) 
Abuses 
Fornication 
Adultery 
Promiscuity 
Homosexuality 
Abuses of God's Plan for 
Human Sexuality for both 
Heterosexual and Homosexual 
Persons 
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Fornication(sex apart from 
having entered the permanent, 
committed, covenant relation-
ship) 
Adultery(unfaithfulness to the 
person to Hhom one is committed, 
or causing another person to 
be unfaithful to the one to 
whom he or she is pledged) 
Promiscuity(sex 'lvith a var·iety 
of partners, casual sex based 
on. lust, exploitation of others, 
etc.) 
Where once the pastoral-counselor advice '\vas abstinence from sexual activity, 
the advise '\vould nmv be for the homosexual to find a mature, compatable gay 
130 
with whom one could enter a covenantal relationship. 
The call to accept a ne\v view of covenantal sexual relationship, is 
indicative of the support being asked of the traditional church. This is 
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Acceptance 
based on the premise that homosexuals are not necessarily ethically irres-
ponsible people. NcNeill states that the only way that gays will accept 
help from the traditional church is if both themselves and their sexual 
persuasion is accepted by the church. If the church does not provide this 
environment gays 'l:vill endeavor to form their mvn. McNeill quotes from the 
Weinberg and Williams Report: 
"'Probably our most salient finding pertains to the beneficial 
effects (in terms of psychological adjustment) of a supportive envir-
onment--social relations with other homosexuals, their own institu-
tions and publications.'" 131 
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The conclusion is that gays need a social and religious setting in which to 
132 
realize their mvn "self-acceptance" as homosexuals. 
Keane continues this theme that homosexuals should be accepted for 
who they are, rather than \vho someone else thinks they should be. It is 
Keane's opinion that gays are not personally responsible for their sexual 
orientation. He calls society to prove its acceptance of gays through 
insuring economical stability and "reasonable" legal treatment. Keane is 
in complete agreement 1:vith HcNeill that the church is responsible for aiding 
the gay in developing a proper perspective of his or. her responsibilities 
as one of God's people. This does not mean that one must become heterosexual 
in order to contribute one's gifts and talents to the work of the church or 
in order to participate in the sacraments or functions of the church. Keane 
also 'l:vould agree \vith Scanzoni and Hollenkott's alternative vie1:v of a coven-
an tal agreement between homosexual partners. He does designate that this 
covenental agreement should not be called "marriage." This is due to the 
procreation aspect of heterosexual marriage. He does not offer a ne\v tem 
for this agreement, but insists that it should be considered "a viable union." 
It would be Keane's conclusion that this type of homosexual relationship 
131 
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132 
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133 
should be accepted and not prevented. 
The view that a "normal" homosexual orientation is a viable sexual 
preference that should be accepted is in direct contrast to the treatment 
proposed by the three previously discussed responses. The first response 
was that homosexuality is curable. This view implies that it should be 
cured. TI1is view proposes that a cure can be achieved through pastoral 
counseling and/or psychotherapy. The second response was that not every 
homosexual can be cured, but that every homosexual can learn control. This 
view implies that the greatest degree of control should be the goal of therapy. 
This vie1v proposes that control can be best achieved through psychotherapy 
The third response 1vas that homosexuality should be prevented. This vie>J 
implies that control and/or a cure for the homosexual should be the goal of 
a counselor. This view proposes that prevention can be accomplished effec-
tively through education and adequate laws. 
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Philip S. Keane, Sexual Horality: A Catholic Perspective(Neiv York: 
Paulist Press, 1977), pp. 81-91. 
CONCLUSION 
Four basic issues related to homosexuality have been examined in 
this paper. The first issue concerned the vocabulary used in reference to 
homosexuality. Chapter one discussed the inconsistency of present defini-
tions of homosexuality and the distinctive terminology used in reference to 
homosexuality. The first section of the chapter discussed four main positions 
concerning the definition of homosexuality. The first position defined 
homosexuality as sexual attraction to the same sex. The second position 
defined it as sexual activity Hith the same sex. The third position defined 
it as sexual attraction and/or sexual activity \vith the same sex. The last 
position defined it as degrees of sexual attraction and sexual activity \vith 
the same sex. The last section of the chapter presented four listings of 
terminology related to the homosexual orientation. The first list defined 
general terms used to "type" homosexuals. The second list defined specific 
terms used to "type" male and female homosexuals. The third list defined 
terminology Hhich was strictly gay jargon \vhich holds double meanings for 
the gays. The "last list defined terms \vhich are commonly found in a study 
of homosexuality, but are not necessarily common to the average heterosexual 
vocabulary. The study of the vocabulary that is used in reference to homo-
sexuality is the beginning of developing a channel of communication with gays 
and an understanding of their lifestyle. 
The second issue discussed lends to the formation of a realistic 
picture of homosexuality. The issue presented in chapter tHo focuses on the 
generalizations that are made about gays and on the theories as to the origin 
of homosexuality. This chapter is seperated into two section. The first 
section concerns specific generalizations about gays that are not character-
istic of the majority of gays. The majority of these generalizations involve 
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misconceptions about the physical appearance, mannerisms, behavior and mental 
attitudes of gays. The last section of this chapter i.J"as a presentation of the 
tHo opposing schools \vhich support either the vie\v that homosexuality is 
caused or that it is learned. Some of the causal theories attribute the origin 
of homosexuality to the supernatural, the depravity of manl,ind, heredity, and 
a physiological, bio-chemical imbalance. The learned theories mainly attri-
bute homosexuality to mental illness or a pathological childhood. From this 
study one realizes that one's basic presuppositions often affects one's philoso-
phy, behavior, and attitudes tmvards other individuals and their philosophies, 
behaviors and attitudes. 
The third issue discussed related to the support of one's presupposi-
tions concerning homosexuality. This third chapter presented interpretations 
of five Biblical passages which are common to most discussion on homosexuality. 
These \vere located in Genesis 19:1-11, Leviticus 18:22, 20:13, Romans 1:24-28, 
I Corinthians 6:9, and I Timothy 1:10. Two conflicting schools of thought 
rise to the surface. One school concludes that homosexuality is unnatural and 
innappropriate behavior, that heterosexuality is the norm, and that all 
homosexuality is equated \vith sin. The other school concludes that homosex-
uality is a natural, appropriate sexual orientation, that there are t\vo types 
of homosexuality like heterosexuality: righteous and unrighteous, and that 
Biblical references to unnatural acts refer to heterosexuals who committ 
homosexual acts in order to degrade their victim(s). Based on one's conclus-
ions from scripture and one's presuppositions concerning homosexuality, then 
one has to determine hmv one Hill respond to homosexual friends and/or clients. 
The fourth issue discussed in this paper focused on the four responses 
that are most often made toward gays in regards to possible treatment for 
their sexual persuasion. Two questions \vere implied in the fourth chapter. 
The first \vas related to >vhether treatment should be given to gays. The 
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second question ~vas only relevant if the answer to the first question was 
positive. The second question \vas related to hm.; treatment should be given. 
There were four areas of response to these questions. The first response 
was that homosexuality can and should be cured. This school of thought 
proposed that successful treatment can be achieved through psychotherapy 
and/or pastoral ministry. The second response >vas that homosexuality can 
only be controlled. It implies that treatment should be given. 1bis school 
of thought proposed that control can be achieved through psychotherapy. The 
third response \vas that homosexuality should be prevented. It could parallel 
the first two responses. This school of thought proposes that prevention 
can be achieved through education and the law. The fourth response is that 
homosexuality should neither be cured, controlled, nor prevented. This 
response is in direct opposition to the previous three. This school of 
thought supports the concept that "gay is good". Some holding this view 
condemn "perverse" homosexual behavior. They propose that true homosexuality 
should be accepted and tolerated as a viable, alternative sexual orientation. 
These four responses to the issue of treatment give one an adequate back-
ground for understanding the struggle in society today bet\veen the "militant" 
gays ~vho are attempting to change the laws and public opinion tm.;ard a more 
tolerant attitude of gays and the "militant" straights >vho are attempting to 
maintain the la\vS and public opinion >vhich supports a restrictive, preventive 
attitude tmv-ard gays. 
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APPENDIX A 
The Heterosexual-Homosexual Rating Scale 
From Sexual Behavior in the Human Male by Alfred C. Kinsey, 
Wardell B. Pomeroy, and Clyde E. Martin 
0 - Individuals are rated as Os if they make no physical contacts 
which result in erotic arousal or orgasm, and make no psychic 
responses to individuals of their own sex. Their sociosexual 
contacts and responses are exclusively with individuals of the 
opposite sex. 
1 - Individuals are rated as ls if they have only incidental homo-
sexual contacts which have involved physical response, or incid-
ental psychic responses without physical contact. The great 
preponderance of their sociosexual experience and reactions is 
directed toward individuals of the opposite sex. Such homo-
sexual experiences as these individuals have may occur only a 
single time or t'vo, or at least infrequently in comparison to 
the amount of their heterosexual experience. Their homosexual 
experiences never involve as specific psychic reactions as they 
make to heterosexual stimuli. Sometimes the homosexual activ-
ities in which they engage may be inspired by curiosity or may 
be more of less forced upon them by other individuals, perhaps 
when they are asleep or when they are drunk, or under some other 
peculiar circumstance. 
2 - Individuals are rated as 2s if they have more than incidental 
homosexual experience, and/or if they respond rather definately 
to homosexual stimuli. Their heterosexual experiences and/or 
reactions still surpass their homosexual experiences and/or 
reactions. These individuals may have only a small amount of homo-
sexual experience or they may have a considerable amount of it, 
but in every case it is surpassed by the amount of heterosexual 
experience that they have within the same period of time. They 
usually recognize their quite specific arousal by homosexual 
stimuli, but their responses to the opposite sex are still stronger. 
A few of these individuals may even have all of their overt ex-
perience in the homosexual, but their psychic reactions to persons 
of the opposite sex indicate that they are still predominantly 
heterosexual. This latter situation is most often found among 
younger males who have not yet ventured to have actual intercourse 
with girls, while their orientation is definctely heterosexual. 
On the other hand, there are some males who should be rated as 2s 
because of their strong reactions to individuals of their own sex, 
even though they have never had overt relations with them. 
3 - Individuals who are rated 3s stand midway on the heterosexual-
homosexual scale. They are about equally homosexual and hetero-
sexual in their overt experience and/or their psychic reactions. 
In general they accept and equally enjoy both types of contacts 
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and have no strong preferences for one or the other. Some persons 
are rated 3s even though they may have a larger amount of experience 
of one sort, because they respond psychically to partners of both 
sexes, and it only a matter of circumstance that brings them into 
more frequent contact with one of the sexes. Such a situation is 
not unusual among single males, for male contacts are often more 
available to them than female contacts. Married males, on the other 
hand, find it simpler to secure a sexual outlet through intercourse 
with their wives, even though some of them may be as interested in 
males as they are in females. 
4 - Individuals are rated as 4s if they have more overt activity and/or 
psychic reactions in the homosexual, while still maintaining a fair 
amount of heterosexual activity and/or responding rather definately 
to heterosexual stimuli. 
5 - Individuals are rated Ss if they are almost entirely homosexual in 
their overt activities and/or reactions. They do have incidental 
experience with the opposite sex and sometimes react psychically 
to individuals of the opposite sex. 
6 - Individuals are rated as 6s if they are exclusively homosexual, 
both in regard to their overt experience and in regard to their 
psychic reactions. 
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APPENDIX B 
Church Statements on Homosexuality 
From Homosexuality and Ethics edited by Edward 
Batchelor, Jr. 
The follmving are excerpts from church statements on homosexuality. 
AMERICAN BAPTIST CHURCHES 
We, as Christians, recognize that radical changes are taking place 
in sex concepts and practices. We are committed to seeking God's gui-
dance in our efforts to understand faithfully and deal honestly with 
these changes and related issues. He recognize that there are many 
traditional problems of family and personal life for 'l:vhich the church's 
ministries have not been adequate, but we are committed to be used by 
God to strength and broaden these ministries. In this spirit we call 
upon our churches to engage in worship, study, fellowship and action 
to provide for meaningful ministries to all persons as members of the 
'Family of God' including those 'l:vho are homosexuals. 
THE r\MERICAN LUTHERAN CHURCH, Standing Committee for the Office of 
Research and Analysis, 1977. 
The church need not be caught up in the conflicting theories as to 
hmv \videspread homosexuality is, the factors which cause or foster 
homosexuality, and whether it is an illness, an arrested state of sexual 
development, a form of deviant behavior, or a sexual expression of human 
nature. These are matters for the various scientific disciplines to 
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debate and resolve. The church, however, is concerned that some human beings 
created in God's image are involved in homosexual behavior, that many people 
are hurting because of their own homosexuality or that of a loved one, 
and that the Scriptures speak to the entire issue. 
We believe that taken as a \vhole the message of Scripture clearly is 
that: 
a. Homosexual behavior is sin, a form of idolatry, a breaking of 
the natural order that unites members of the human community; 
b. Homosexual behavior is contrary to the new life in Christ, a 
denial of the responsible freedom and service into \vhich \ve 
are called through baptism; 
c. God offers the homosexual person, as every other person, a vision 
of the 'l:vholeness He intends, the assurance of His grace, and His 
healing and restoration for the hurting and broken. 
Nevertheless, we recognize the cries of our homosexual brothers and 
sisters for justice in the arena of civil affairs. We cannot endorse their 
call for legalizing homosexual marriage. Nor can \ve endorse their convic-
tion that homosexual behavior is simply another form of acceptable expres-
sion of natural erotic or libidinous drives. He can, however, endorse 
their position that their sexual orientation in and of itself should not 
be a cause for denying them their civil liberties. 
CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST), General Assembly. Study Document, 
1977 . 
... The standards of membership in the Christian Church (Disciples of 
Christ) have always rested on confession of faith in Jesus Christ and 
baptism. Its standards have been "inclusive" rather than "exclusive." 
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In support of these it has appealed to the relationships of Jesus which were 
inclusive, often, in fact, deliberately directed to those whom society had 
demeaned and cast aside. It has never acknowledged barriers to fellowship 
on the basis of dogma or lifestyle. By these principles, rooted in biblical 
faith, it is difficult to point to any basis upon which homosexual persons 
might be excluded from membership. 
Acknowledging ... the wide differences of opinion, there does seem to 
be a minimal consensus to which the church can strive: homosexuals are 
persons -.;..rhom God created, loves and redeems and seeks to set -.;v-i thin the 
fellowship of faith communities to be ministered to and to minister. The 
church can affirm that God's grace does not exclude persons of differing 
life styles or sexual preferences, not does the church -.;..rhich is enlightened 
by the Holy Spirit. Homosexuals may be included in the fellowship and 
membership of the community of faith where they are to love and be loved 
and where their gifts of ministry are to be welcomes. 
FRIENDS, Philadelphia Yearly Meeting of Friends, 1973. 
We should be aware that there is a great diversity in the relationships 
that people develop -.;..rith one another. Although we neither approve nor dis-
approve of homosexuality, the same standards under the lm..r which ~ve apply 
to heterosexual activities should also be applied to homosexual activites. 
As persons who engage in homosexual activities suffer serious discrimination 
in employment, housing and right to worship, we believe that civil rights 
laHs should protect them. In particular we advocate the revision of all 
legislation imposing disabilities and penalties upon homosexual activites. 
GREEK ORTHODOX CHURCH, Biennial Clergy-Laity Congress, 1976. 
The Orthodox Church condemns unreservedly all expressions of personal 
sexual experience which prove contrary to the definite and unalterable 
function ascribed to sex by God's ordinance and expressed in man's exper-
ience as a law of nature. 
Thus the function of the sexual organs of a man and a \voman and their 
biochemical generating forces in glands and glandular secretions are or-
dained by nature to serve one particular purpose, the procreation of the 
human kind. 
Therefore, any and all uses of the human sex organs for purposes other 
than those ordained by creation, runs contrary to the nature of things as 
decreed by God ... 
The Orthodox Church believes that homosexuality should be treated by 
society as an immoral and dangerous perversion and by religion as a sinful 
failure. In both cases, correction is called for. Homosexuals should be 
accorded the confidential medical and psychiatric facilities by which thev 
can be helped to restore themselves to a self-respecting sexual identity 
that belongs to them by God's ordinance. 
LUTHERAl~ CHURCH IN AMERICA, Biennial Convention, 1970. 
Human sexuality is a gift from God for the expression of love and 
the generation of life. As with every good gift, it is subject to abuses 
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which cause suffering and debasement. In the expression of man's sexuality, 
it is the integrity of his relationships which determines the meaning of 
his actions. Man does not merely have sexual relations; he demonstrates his 
true humanity in personal relationships, the most intimate of which are 
sexual. 
Scientific research has not been able to provide conclusive evidence 
regarding the causes of homosexuality. Nevertheless, homosexuality is 
viewed biblically as a departure from the heterosexual structure of God's 
creation. Persons •vho engage in homosexual behavior are sinners only as 
are all other persons - alienated from God and neighbor. However, they are 
often the special and undeserving victims of prejudice and discrimination 
in lmv, la\v enforcement, cultural mores, and congregational life. In 
relation to this area of concern, the sexual behavior of freely consenting 
adults in private is not an appropriate subject for legislation or police 
action. It is essential to see such persons as entitled to understanding 
justice in church and community. 
MORAVIAN CHURCH, Synod, 1974. 
WHEREAS: the Christian Church has the responsibility of reexamining its 
own traditional sexual stance in the light of more recent interpretation 
and scientific evidence for the benefit of both youth and adults, and 
WHEREAS: the homosexual has too often felt excluded from and persecuted 
by society, there be it 
RESOLVED: (29) that the Moravian Church reaffirms its open welcome to all 
people by specifically recognizing that the homosexual is also under God's 
care, and be it further 
RESOLVED: (30) that Moravian congregations •vill extend an invitation to 
all persons to join us in a common search for \vholeness before God and 
persons, and be it further 
RESOLVED: (31) that as Christians, recognizing our common sinfulness and 
the miracle of God's grace, accepting God's pardon, and together striving 
to help free each other from bonds of fear, despair, and meaninglessness, 
fitting us for lives of commitment, responsibility, witness, service and 
celebration in God's Kingdom, >ve will share in this venture as children of 
God and brothers and sisters in Christ toward wholeness. 
THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN THE UNITED STATES, 117th General Assembly, 1977. 
That the 117th General Assembly expresses love and pastoral concern 
for homosexual persons in our society and the need for the Church to stand 
for just treatment of homosexual persons in our society in regard to their 
civil liberties, equal rights, and protection under the law from social 
and economic discrimination \vhich is due all citizens. 
Although we confess our need for more light and pray for spiritual 
guidance for the Church on this matter, \ve nmv believe that homosexuality 
falls short of God's plan for sexual relationships and urge the Church to 
seek the best way for ~vitnessing to God's moral standards and for minis-
tering to homosexual persons concerning the love of God in Jesus Christ. 
PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH IN THE U.S.A., General Convention, 1976. 
Resolved, that it is the sense of this General Convention that homo-
sexual persons are children of God, -.;vho have a full and equal claim with 
all other persons upon the love, acceptance, and pastoral concern and 
care of the Church. 
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Resolved, this General Council expresses its conviction that homosex-
ual persons are entitled to equal protection of the law with all other 
citizens, and calls upon our society to see such protection is provided in 
actuality. 
ROMAN CATHOLIC, Vatican Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, 1977. 
At the present time there are those who, basing themselves on obser-
vations in the psychological order, have begun to judge indulgently, and 
even to excuse completely, homosexual relations between certain people. 
This they do in opposition to the constant teaching of the magisterium and 
to the moral sense of the Christian people. 
A distinction is drawn, and it seems 1:-1ith some reason, bet"o;veen homo-
sexuals whose tendency comes from a false education, from a lack of normal 
sexual development, from habit, from bad example or from other causes, and 
is transitory or at least not incurable; and homosexuals 1:vho are definately 
such because of some kind of innate instinct or a pathological constitution 
judged to be incurable. 
In regard to this second category of subjects, some people conclude 
that their tendency is so natural that it justifies in their case homo-
sexual relations within a sincere communion of life and love analogous to 
marriage insofar as such homosexuals feel incapable of enduring a solitary 
life. 
In the pastoral field, these homosexuals must certainly be treated 
with understanding and sustained in the hope of overcoming their personal 
difficulties and their inability to fit into society. 
Their culpability will be judged with prudence. But no pastoral 
method can be employed which would give moral justification to these acts 
on the grounds that they would be consonant with the condition of such 
people. For according to the objective moral order homosexual relations 
are acts which lack an essential and indispensable finality. 
THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH - Great Britain, Statement issued by the Arch-
bishop of Hestminster, 1957. 
The civil law takes cognizance primarily of public acts. Private 
acts as such are outside its scope. 
Hmvever, there are certain private acts t.;hich have public consequences 
in so far as they affect the common good. These acts may rightly be sub-
ject to civil la1:v. 
It may be, hmvever, that the civil law cannot effectively control such 
acts \vithout doing more harm to the common good than the acts themselves 
would be. In that case it may be necessary in the interests of the common 
good to tolerate without approving such acts. 
It has, for example, invariably been found that adultery or fornica-
tion (\vhich, hmvever private, have clear public consequences) cannot effec-
tively be controlled by civil law without provoking great evils. 
Applying these principles to the question of homosexual acts be8veen 
consenting males: 
1. As regards the moral la>v, Catholic moral teaching is: 
a. Homosexual acts are grievously sinful. 
b. That in view of the public consequences of these acts, e.g., 
the harm 1:vhich Hould result to the common good if homosexual 
conduct became Hidespread or an accepted mode of conduct in 
the public mind, the civil lmv does not exceed its legitimate 
scope if it attempts to control them by making them crimes. 
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2. However, two questions of fact arise: 
a. If the lmv takes cognizance of private acts of homosexuality 
and makes them crimes, do ~;vorse evils follmv for the common 
good? 
b. Since homosexual acts bet\veen consenting males are now crimes 
in laH, \vould a change in the law harm the common good by 
seeming to condone homosexual conduct? 
Ecclesiastical authority could rightly give a decision on this question 
of fact as \vell as on the question of moral lmv, if the answers to questions 
of fact \vere overwhelmingly clear. As, however, various answers are possible 
in the opinion of prudent men, Catholics are free to make up their mm minds 
on these two questions of fact. 
SOUTHEfu~ BAPTIST CONVENTION, Resolution on Homosexuality, 1976. 
lffiereas, homosexuality has become an open lifestyle for increasing 
numbers of persons, and 
lffiereas, attention has focused on the religious and moral dimensions 
of homosexuality, and 
lffiereas, it is the task of the Christian community to bring all moral 
questions and issues into the light of biblical truth; 
Now therefore, be it resolved that the members of the Southern Baptist 
Convention ... affirm our commitment to the biblical truth regarding the 
practice of homosexuality and sin. 
Be it further resolved, that this Convention, \vhile acknowledging the 
autonomy of the local church to ordain ministers, urges churches and 
agencies not to afford the practice of homosexuality any degree of approval 
through ordination, employment, or other designations of normal lifestyle. 
Be it further resolved, that we affirm our Christian concern all persons 
be saved from the penalty and power of sin through our Lord Jesus Christ, 
whatever their present individual lifestyle. 
UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST ASSOCIATION OF CHURCHES IN NORTH AMERICA, General 
Assembly, 1970. 
Discrimination Against Homosexuals and Bisexuals: Recognizing that 
1. A significant minority in this country are either homosexual 
or bisexual in their feelings and/or behavior; 
2. Homosexuality has been the target of severe discrimination by 
society and in particular by the police and other arms of govern-
ment; 
3. A growing number of authorities on the subject nmv see homo-
sexuality as an inevitable sociological phenomenon and not as 
a mental illness; 
4. There are Unitarian Universalists, clergy and laity, who are 
homosexuals and bisexuals; 
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED: That the 1970 General Assembly of the Uni-
tarian Universalist Association: 1) Urges all people immediately to bring 
an end to all discrimination against homosexuals, homosexuality, bisexuals, 
and bisexuality, with specific immediate attention to the following issues: 
Private consensual behavior between persons over the age of consent shall 
be the business only of those persons and not subject to legal regulations. 
Urges all churches and fellmvships, in keeping \vith our changing social 
patterns, to initiate meaningful programs of sex education aimed at 
providing a more open and healthier understanding of sexuality in all 
parts of the United States and Canada, and with the particular aim to 
end all discrimination against homosexuals and bisexuals. 
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST, The Tenth General Synod, 1975. 
Therefore, ~vithout considering in this document the rightness or 
wrongness of same-gender relationships, but recognizing that a person's 
affectional or sexual preference is not legitimate grounds on which to 
deny her or his civil liberties, the Tenth General Synod of the United 
Church of Christ proclaims the Christian conviction that all persons are 
entitled to full civil liberties and equal protection under the law. 
Further, the Tenth General Synod declares its support for the 
enactment of legislation that would guarantee the liberties of all persons 
without discrimination related to affectional or sexual preference. 
THE UNITED METHODIST CHURCH, The Quadrennial Conference, 1976. 
Homosexuals no less than heterosexuals are persons of sacred worth, 
who need the ministry and guidance of the church in their struggles for 
human fulfillment, as well as the spiritual and emotional care of a 
fellowship ~•hich enables reconciling relationships with God, ~vi th others 
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and with self. Further we insist that all persons are entitled to have 
their human and civil rights ensured, though ~•e do not condone the prac-
tice of homosexuality and consider this practice incompatible ~vith Christian 
teaching. 
UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN THE U.S.A., l88th General Assembly, 1976. 
The 188th General Assembly calls to the attention of our Church that, 
according to our most recent statement, we "reaffirm our adherence to the 
moral la~v of God .•. that ... the practice of homosexuality is sin ... 
Also \ve affirm that any self-righteous attitude of others who would con-
demn persons who have so sinned is also sin." The 188th General Assembly 
declares again its commitment to this statement. Therefore, on broad 
Scriptural and confessional grounds, it appears that it would at the present 
time be injudicious, if not improper, for a Presbytery to ordain to the 
professional ministry o£ the Gospel a person who is an avmved practicing 
homosexual. 
THE LUTHERAN CHURCH - MISSOURI SYNOD, Convention, 1973. 
Whereas, God's Word clearly identifies homophile behavior as immoral, 
and condemned it (Lev. 18:22; 20:13 and Rom. 1:24-27); and 
~.Jhereas, The Law and the Gospel o£ Jesus Christ are to be proclaimed 
and applied to all conditions of mankind; therefore be it Resolved, That 
the Synod recognize homophile behavior as intrinsically sinful; and be it 
further 
Resolved, That the Synod urge that the Lmv and Gospel o£ the Scriptures 
be applied to homophiles as appropriate with a view tmvard ministering 
the forgiveness o£ our Lord Jesus Christ to any and all sinners who are 
penitent. 
UNION OF AMERICA.l'l' HEBREH CONGREGATIONS, General Assembly, 1977. 
Whereas the UAHC has consistently supported the civil rights and civil 
liberties of all persons, and 
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\fuereas the Constitution guarantees civil rights to all individuals, 
Be it therefore resolved that homosexual persons are entitled to equal 
protection under the law. We oppose discrimination against homosexuals 
in areas of opportunity, including employment and housing. We call upon 
our society to see that such protection is provided in actuality. 
Be it further resolved that we affirm our belief that private sexual 
acts between consenting adults are not the proper province of government 
and law enforcement agencies. 
STATEMENTS BY PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION, House of Deputies, 1973. 
RESOLVED that the legislatures of the several states are urged to 
repeal all laws which classify as criminal conduct any form of non-commer-
cial sex conduct between consenting adults in private, saving only those 
portions which protect minors or public decorum. 
AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOICATION, Action of the Truestees, 1973. 
Passed a resolution urging the endorsement of the Model Penal Code of 
the American Law Institue, 'vhich recommends to legislators that private 
sexual behavior between consenting adults should be removed from the list 
of crimes and thereby legalized. 
~fERIC&~ PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION, Board of Trustees, 1973. 
Unanimously voted for a resolution urging "the repeal of all legisla-
tion making criminal offenses of sexual acts performed by consenting adults 
in private", and another resolution urged sexual practices (including homo-
sexuality) between consenting adults in private should be removed from 
the list of crimes. In another resolution, the Board of Trustees voted to 
remove homosexuality, per se, from its official list of mental disorders. 
The Trustees also approved the following resolution: 
Whereas Homosexuality per se implies no impairment in judgement, 
stability, reliability, or general social or vocational capabilities, there-
fore, be it resolved that the American Psychiatric Association deplores 
all public and private discrimination against homosexuals in such areas as 
employment, housing, public accommodation, and licensing, and declares 
that no burden of proof of such judgement, capacity, or reliability shall 
be placed upon homosexuals greater than that imposed on any other persons. 
Further, the American Psychiatric Association supports and urges the enact-
ment of civil rights legislation at the local, state, and federal level 
that would offer homosexual persons the same protections now guaranteed to 
others on the basis of race, creed, color, etc. Further, the American 
Psychiatric Association supports and urges the repeal of all discriminatory 
legislation singling out homosexual acts by consenting adults. 
~RIC&~ PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION, Board of Directors, 1975. 
The American Psychological Association supports the action taken on 
15 December 1973 by the American Psychiatric Association removing homo-
sexuality from the Association's official list of mental disorders. The 
American Psychological Association therefore adopts the following resolution: 
Homosexuality per se implies no impairment in judgement, stability, 
reliability, or general social or vocational responsibilities: 
Further, the American Psychological Association urges all mental 
health professionals to take the lead in removing the stigma of mental 
illness that has long been associated with homosexual orientations. 
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